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PADUCAH  DAILY REGISTER.
Itegister, Est. May, tflp6.
SUtudard, Est. April tS84.
PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 14, 1907
,•,;• 11. S. TROOPS ftif
BE CALLED
FOR
"TO PROTECT MAIL CARS ON
THE LOUISVILLE
SYSTEM.
U. S. MAIL SIGNS
• WERE TORN FROM CARS
PENAI Y OF OBSTRUCTING
MAILS A VERY HEAVY
ONE.
Citirens of Louisville Walk Through
Rain—No Improvement in the
Situation.
louisvilleitalarch 15.—Some trouble
has been experienced in transporting
the snails by street cars to and from
the various stations The Louisville
Railway company were unable to se-
cure men to operate cars out
Fifteenth street, and as a result the
.ril consigned to Station' F and B
t1 to he returned to the postoffice
and conveyed by wagon The mail
for Station 13 was twice delayed by
-crowds, and as the car Which took
the mail to Station A was returning
to the barn at Fourth and C streets a
-crowd tore off the United States mail
sign attached to the car.
. Charles T Rager, superintendent
of this division of the railway mail
service. held a conference yesterday
morning with Postmaster R. F..
Wnods and United States District
'Attorney Judge George DuRelle.
After the meeting Mr Rager an-
nounced that no troops would be
called at the prfsent, for he believed
that the police were capabie of cop-
ing with the situation. In case, how-
ever, that they could not do so, Mr.
Hager said that he would call for
federal aid through Judge DuRelle.
"There has been some rumor," said
Mr Rager. 'that the raiway company
was taking advantage of the oppor-
tunity of using United States mail
eigne on their cars to carry pawn-
ers I hardly think this is true,
'however, for the company must
krtow well that the fine for such a
trespass of the postal laws is heavy.
The section of the law reader that if
e a United States mail sign is painted.
attached, or by any other means in-
scribed on a vessel, car or any such
cowvevance not in actual use for
carrying mails, the offender is liable
to a fine of from atoo to Ow for each
<Menge.
"Any interference or obstruction of
the mails in their transportation,"
continued Me. Rager. "will not be
tolerated for a moment, and any
offender will be vigorously prose-
cuted. The section in this case reads:
'Whoever by violence enters a rail-
way postoffice car or arty apartment
in any railway car assigned to the
nse of the railway mail service • •
shall, for every offense. he punished
-by not less than a Stoo fine and not
more than three years' imprison-
ment.' I am of the opinion, however,
that the police will be able to aesist
the street railway company in fill-
filling their contract to carry mails
to and from sub-stations."
Louisville, March 13—No improve
nem was shown this morning in the
strike situation. Discomfort was
added to the inconvenience, and thc
-citizens, with the novelty of the
"strike worn off, walked to their
plares of business through a heavy
rain. The railway company started
four cars at 8 o'clock, the first one
.out carrying fourteen policemen. st
The company pronOses to increase
the number hourly, if they can in-
duce the men they claim to have to
lake charge of the cars. Through
the intermediation of earious com-
mercial organizations in the city a
meeting of the directors of the
Street Railway company will be held
this afternoon in an attempt to reach
a settlement of the strike.
SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE
CAMMACK LOVING CUP.
Knoxville, Tenn., March i3.—The
Knoxville Sentinel and Knoxville
Journal-Tribune has announced that
they will receive subscriptions to the
Senator Carmack Loving Cup. No
subscriptions more than $i or less
than to cents will be received. It is
thought that the temperance forces
wai pay tribute to (Senator Carmack
who _helped them to win the great
'ctory on March tr.
HEALTH BOARD 'PADUCAH'S NEW
UP AGAINST IT SUPERINTEN-
DENTDO NOT SEEM TO EFFECT
MUCH GOOD REGARDING
SLAUGHTER PENS,
This and Other Matters to Be Sub-
mitted to Secretary McCormick
of the State Body.
The question of either requiring
the butchers' 'slaughter houses lo-
cated inside the city, putting in in-
ceneators, or the establishments be-
ing moved outside the city limits, has
about been dropped by the city board
of health, as it seems no good can
be done by the body in this respect.
The proposition may be revived with
vigor when there arrives here Secre-
tary McCormick of the state board
of health, viho has been written to
by the local health authorities to
come to Paducah and see what can
be done regarding the health and
sanitation of the community. Word
is expected from him by the last of
this week stating alien he could be
anticipated.
Several slaughter homes are in-
side town, and it is there that the
butchers owning them kill their
cattle. The blood and refuse in the
places cause to arise a great stench
that permeates the atmospher of the
neighborhood surrounding, and the
board of health wanted to make the
butchers more the slaughter pens
oitside town so they would not be
such a menace to the health of resi-
dents living around them. Failing
at this the board wanted installed in-
cinerators, into which could be
thrown the refusg to be burned. but
it seem; their efforts in this respect








It Proved to Be City Jailer Evicts
Tumbling From Seat of His
Vehicle in North End.
.% low rumbling sound could be
heard in the north end of the city
yesterday shortly after noon. accom-
paried by a distinct quiver. of
Mother Earth, leaving everyone un-
der the impression an earthquake
had occurred. but it was only City
Jailer Thomas Evicts' 297 pounds of
avoirdupois falling from bit wagon
seat to the ground with a dull thud.
Al a result the official is euffering
from a painfully bruised left side
which is covered with plasters a foot
Square.
The jailer was in his wagon en
route up to the end of Nlorth Sixth
street to see in what eondition is
the oen used for incarcerating un-
licensed dogs when they are taken
up and 'impounded by the city offi-
cials. ,A newspaper flew against the
wheel of his vehicle and flapped in
such a way that the horse suddenly
swerved so as. to cause the wagon
seat to topple over and throw Jailer
Evitts and his associate oto to the
ground. The horse then dashed away
and ran to Ninth and Terrell streets,
where his aidor became cooled some-
what, and he then walked back home
beside the city ball.
The jailer weighs nearly 300
rounds and just happened to land in
a nice, soft place. this preventing
itim from -being seriously hurt. His
side was causing hinrmuch pain last
night that he had to sit in a chair,
being unable tp lie down with any
degree of ease.
tenkstown iirsialeen Want haat-
ing ins rooln, _walked fop the (Asir-
was- te she tecoad ILOOr of
TOO Rtoadway early yesterday morn-
ing. As die to of fbe NOVI be
stumbled axed rolled , all the way
down. Mr. J. F. Nicholson, the life
insurance mare sleeps-at that number
and being aroused, found the stran-,
ger in a heap at the bottom of the
steps, the only injury being cut
hands and head, caused by the glass
door breaking and falling on him.
The man was steered further "down
the street where he belonged.
MOBLESVILLE PEOPLE RE-
GRET LOSS OF PRO-
FESSOR CARNAGEY.
THEIR LOSS WILL BE
THE GAIN OF PADUCAH
SEVERAL VACANCIES TO BE
FILLED BY HIS PRESENT
BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
Miss Marguerite, His Beautiful
Daughter, Easy Winner of the
Popularity Contest.
••••ImmItims. ••■•m••..m
The departure of Professor John
A. Carnagey and family from Nobles-
ville. Id., this summer to come to
Paducah and reside is a matter of
deep !egret by people of that city,
and a matter of joy and pride to the
Paducah citizen:, the profcssor•com-
ing here tosbecimie superintendent of
the Paducah public echools. A
Noblesville paper of last Saturdait
says.
"The friends of Prof. John A
Carnagey arc congratulating him on
his election as superintendent of the
Paducah. Ky., schools He was
elected to this position on the first
ballot by a board of twelve members
with forty' applicants in the field.
Prof. Carnagey has made school
work his life work. He graduated
front Ilanover college in t88r. For
seven year' 'he was superintendent
of the Madirinn schools and twelve
years of the Columbus schools. He
has been here four years His
friends will regret to see him leave
as he and hi* excellent family are
thoroughly identified with the best
intereet of the city. The best wishes
of his friends will go with him to his
new field of labor
"When the city schools adjourn
in May the board will have at least
two important selections to make--
a superintendent and principal of .the
high school. As Wof. Carnagey will
go to Paducah. Ky he will not be
an applicant for the superintendency
again and Prof Burton, principal of
the high school, notified the board
some time ago that he will resign at
the expiration of the present term,
having accepted the position of as-
sistant instructor in chemistry at the
state university.
"It is possible that other high
school teachers may go elsewhere
next year. It is understood that both
Miss Zeis and Miss Wetmore have
offers of better wages in other
schools."
The same issue of the Noblesville
paper shows the great popularity of
the new superintendent's daughter,
Mlis.s Marguerite, a beautiful and cul-
tured girl, who walked away with the
contest, as published in that paper.
"The 'Warpath.' a series of well
arranged attractions given at the
high school building by the students
Friday night, for the benefit of the
oratorical, autocrat and athletic funds,
was well attended and to the students
a most gratifying financial success.
The large assembly room was com-
fortably filled. .
"Along the 'Warpath' were plenty
of places to spend yobr money, the
attractions including the cobweb
room where you wound your line and
got your reward; the shooting gal-
lery., illustrated songs. and the magic
cave. In the latter place Ben Chris-
tion operated the views with the skill
of a veteran, and Miss Mary Fisher
and Lewis Peetijohn sang.
"The principal feature of the eve-
ning was a splendid presentation of
the OW act ludicrous sketch entitled,
"The Mouse Trap." A large stage
was erected along the entire side of
the assembly room. The participants
acquitted themselves creditably, the
amusing situation pleasing the audi-
ence immensely. Much interest was
manifested in the cAntest to choose
the most popular young lady. This
was decided by voting, each vote
costing a penny. Miss nary Fisher
and Miss Marguerite Carnagey were
the leaders in the contest. Lt was a
necl ! and neck race between' these
girls for several hundred votes. Then
the Itannicnic boys began voting at a
lively rate for Miss Carnagey, who
won the contest with 1.740 votes.
Miss Fisher was not very far behind.
Carnagey was presented with a
VOL. 23, NUMBER 277
NASHVILLE NEXT
ON W. C. T. U.
LIST
ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE WANT
CHANCE TO PUT THE
VOTE.
WANT AN EARLY ELEC-
TION TO SETTLE QUESTION
MEETING IS CALLED FOR FRI-
DAY TO CONSIDER THE
QUESTION.
Action Brought About By Decisive
SuLcess at Clarksville and
Knoxville Elections.
agasholle, Tenn., March 13.—A
movement has been on foot by thet
W. C 1'. U., sonic ministers and
members of the Anti-Saloon League
fiends of the temperance re-
form to secure an early election on
the question of the abolition of sa-
leous in Nashville.
In pursuance to the movement Dr.
A. C. Cree, president of the Nash-
side alliance, has called
meeting of the alliance for to o'clock
Friday morning at the First Presby-
terian church to consider the matter.
This action has been brought about
by the decisive success achieved in
the recent Clarksville and Knoxville
elections.
Dr. Cree's Call.
The official call for the meeting of
(the alliance is as follows;
"The Ministers' alliance of the
city is called to meet at the First
l'resbyterian church on Friday morn
ing at io o'clock. This meeting is
cs1,14at the request of a number of
rioniFers of the city, members of the
allience, for the purpose of consider-
ing in conjunction with the W. C. T.
U. and kindred organizations the ad-
visability of calling for an election
for Nashville under the Adams law.
Every minister is meted to be pres-
ent and all friends of .the movement
are cordially invited.
"ARCH C. CREE, President."
Some of the promoters of this
cause have conferred with Sheriff C.
D. Johns and he has consented to
give his support just as soon as it is
decided to go into the fight. They
aleo have the assurance that other
prominent leaders and temperance
advocates will . lend asthstance in




Money in Vaults in Chicago Being
Carefully Counted.
Chicago, March 13 —"If the man
who. got the $173,000 from the sub-
treasury will seed it back through
the mail or by express the chances
are he never-vlill be detected"
This observation was made yeeter-
day by a high federal official working
on the disappearance of the money,
and it represents the hope of the
government authorities so far as can
be learned from anyone engaged
in tho, itivecaigation. The hope that
the money would be returned in
some mysterious faslion failed to
nsaterialize. .
Deputy Treasurer Bantz admitted
for the first time that there is a re-
mote possibility that the cash in the
sub-treasury is not. $173,000 short
He made it vidth a reservation
"I have not made my official re-
port to the government that there
is a shortage of $373.000." he said.
"I eerrnot do so tne(il I have counted
all the money —$6o,000,000--in the
sub-treasury. „My four assistants up
to the present time have counted
$T 2.00121,000.
"The work proceeds slowly now,
Tor we are we)eching a large quan-
tity of retired gold, piece by rhece,
to 'detect any shortage in ereight"
The Reaper comes Ire today from
nttsburg with twelve barges of coal
for the West Kentucky 'Coal com-
pany.
Judge 'Maleohrt Yeainen, of Hen-
derson, Ky., is in the city.
'handsome engravoill souvenir !TOM
"The proceeds amounted to about
Soo. The high sehool stated, %vigil




BRICK TAKEN OUT AND HOLE
UNDERNEATH FILLED
WITH CONCRETE.
There Are Between Twenty-five and
Thirty Bad Places in Brick
Streets Terrell Laid.
At last after many months Con-
tractor Edward Terrell has put men
to work repairing the bad places in
the brick streets on Fifth, Fourth,
Third, and Second street. At present
employes are fixing the defective
points on Fifth between Jefferson
and Kentucky avenue. In many
places the brick have sunk leaving
deep and dangerous depressions in
the thoroughfare. In repairing these
the brick are taken out, mofe con-
crete and gravel put in so as to fill
it up to the proper level, and the
brick, then put back. There are
about twenty-five or thirty bad points
altogether and all will have to be
fixed.
Mr. Terrell laid the brick streets on
Fifth, Fourth and Third from Ken-
tucky to Jefferson, and Second from
Broadway to Jefferson, several years
ago, his contract requiring him to
keep the improvement in good con-
dition for five years after completion.
His five year: are not up yet, there-
fore he has to make the repairs when-
ever needed.
He has been notified time and
again to do the work, but did not
heed the instruction, and finally the
hoard of public works ordered that if
lie did not repair the streets the city
would do it and charge up to him
the expense .incurred by thc work.
This brought him into action andibe




TWO FREIGHT TRAINS TRY
TO PASS ON SAME
TRACK.
Fireman Harper Killed. Engineer
Lynch of Bowling Green, Ky.,
Seriously Injured.
Nashville. March 1.3 —In a head-on
collision this morning at 1 o'clock at
Rockland, fourteen miles north of
Nashville on the Second Division of
the main steep of the L. & N. be-
tween freight train No. 14 'north-
bound and freight train No. 75 south-
bound. Fireman R M' Harper on
No. 14 was fatally injured. dying just
as the ambulance readied the door
of Eves infirmary where the injured
man was broaght.
Engineer R. E. Lynch, of No. 14
received injuries to his back that
were more os less serious, but he was
taken to Bowling Green. Ky., hit
home. Fireman E. B. hfeimyer, of
No. 75 was eeriotrefir injured, receiv-
ing breaks and bruises on his right
leg thit may necessitate ampitation.
He was otherwise braised and is'at
Eve's infirmary and his family ai*
Bowling Green have 'been .notified.
Engineer H. Brightwell, of Bowling
Green, Ky.. (.i No. 75, was the only
member of the two engine crews
that escaped uninjured.
Operator's Negligence.
'A telephone message from Hender-
sonville.'near the scene of the wreck,
states that the cause of the. wreck
is due to the negligence of the night
operator at that point in failing to
give orders. It was stated that con-
siderable feeling is manifest against
the railroad in placing a man in
charge of the office, who, it is said,
was not more experienced, it being
stated that the boy who had been
placed in charge of the office at night
was not sufficiently, familiar with the
rules of the company.
All this is denied by the officials
of the company here, who state that
no cause for the wreck has been de-
termined. and that it will be two
'days before the company can state
where the blame rests.
—Mrs. Lillie_ 0. Bozeman. aged
39 years. died of consumption at the
catenty poor farm and was yesterday
tetertmon buried at Oak Grove ceme-





QUESTIONED BY DELMAS AS
TO CABLEGRAM FROM
ATTORNEY JEROME.
END OF FAMOUS CASE
SEEMS IN SIGHT
ABE HUMMBL AND HIS CLERK
WILL BE CALLED TO-
DAY.
Doubtful if Either May McKenzie
or Maxie Follette Will Be
Called.
New York, March 13.—James
Clinch Stnith, Stanford White's
brother-in-law, was called again as a
witness in the Thaw trial this morn-
ing. Mr. Smith wail tardy in arriv-
ing and Mr. Jerome summoned Abra-
ham H. Hummel to the stand. Hum-
mel had scarcely taken his seat
when Smith put in his appearance.
Thereupon Ifuminel was temporarily
excused.
Mr. Smith was questioned by Mr.
primes, for the defense, as to the
ceblegram from Mr Jerome summon
irig him to appear as a witness,
End Seems to Be in Sight.
New York, March 13.—At last the
end of the Thaw case seems to be in
eight. It would appear that the case
will go to the jury within two
weeks. The prosecution has practi-
cally finished its rebuttal with the
exception of its experts and tonight
Mr. Jerome will have examined all of
his witnesses, except the three or
more alieniste, who will be called to
show by their answers to a hypothet-
ical question that in their opinions.
Thaw was sane when he shot Stan-
ford White.
To Call Hummel.
Mr. Jerome will call Abraham
Hummel and his clerk, Schneidecker,
'n an attempt to secure the admission
to evidence of a copy of the affidavit
making charges against Thaw which
Evelyn says she was tricked into
signmg. It is very doubtful whether
they will be allowed to testi" as the
court has repeatedly ruled that no
evidence may be introduced to show
that the stories the testified she told
her husband were not true.
. Mr. Delmas, who in the eariy days
of the trial stated in open court that
the defense would not take advan-
tage of that rule, but would open the
gates and allow the district attorney
to go as far as he liked into the
truth or falsity of the story, has,
since Mr. Jerome began offermg
evidence in rebuttal, invoked the
rele, and yesterday when Jerome de-
manded that he stand by hie waiver,
andeoffered to prove that Stanford
White was not where Evelyn said he
was on the night she says she was
ravished, Mr. Delmas made no far-
ther reply than to again invoke the
tele of law which shut off part of
the offered evidence.
May Not Testify.
. Last night Mr. Jerome did not
know of any other witnesses he
aould call today. May McKenzie,
Evelyn Thaw's chonte _girl friend,
and Maile Follette, her chorus girl
enemy, are both under subpoena by
but it is doubtful if either of them
wt:re in the court 'bnitding yesterday
but it is doubtful if either of them
will be called. ;It does not seem
probable that either of them would
he allowed to *sear etch, if called.
It seems likely- that today's session
of court will be a brief one, and
that an early adjournment will be
taken so that Mr. Jerome and Mr.
Dames may agree on the exact lan-
guage of the hypothetical question,
which Mr. Jerome will read to his
first expert on Thursday.
Fire burned a portion of the
stable yesterday moening at 9:50
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Tda V.
Coles, of 717 South Eleventh street.
Match feedatuff was destroyed also
before the departments arrived and
extinguished the flames.
---Crockett Bryant of this city 'ha*
been granted a patent by the des
partment at Washington on his 'ins





WAS RELEASED BY NEWBERN,




POLICE AGAIN SERVE NOTICE
ON BRIDGES TO REPAIR
THE STREETS.
Bad Boys in Washington Building
Yard Necessitated Police Being
Called—Business of Officers.
John Pitts, the ciarky taken to
Newbern, Tenn., last week, returned
'here 'yesterday and stated he was
acquitzed of the grand larceny charge
against him, and also that his lawyers
'had filed suit against the ,police
officers and thy officials of Newbern
for damages on account of alleged
false arrest. lk is the negro
found in the T. C. hospital here
and taken to Newburn by
the sheriff and another officer who
were summoned from that place by
Patrolman James Clark on the latter
locating Pitts.
It was claimed + that Pitts stole
something at that place. Afterwards
he went to work for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad, coming out of Louis-
ville as a brakeman. During a fight
'with another negro at Cecilia, Ky..
on the Louisville division, he was
shot in the leg and brought to the
eailroad hospital here for treatment.
This occurred the midcffe of last
month. Learning he was in the in-
stitution here. Patrolmen Clary noti-
fied the Newbern officers who came
up last week and took Pitts from the
'hospital to that city. He is now
acquitted, and after filing suit for
damages against the officers returned
'here to re-enter the hospital and re-
main until he is well.
Spann In Trouble Again.
Bud Spann was warranted yester-
day on the charge of cursing and
abusing Mrs. Tansy Summer of the
Mechanicsburg section of the city.
The warrant was gotten out by the
husbaud of thi• woman. who claims
very abusive and insulting language
was applied by Spann. The latter
was only last week fined $25 by
Justice Ern ry for whipping h7s wife.
Another Notice Served.
The ;,, :ice yesterday served an-
other dotice on Contractor Bridges,
directing him. to repair the had places
he left when laying the new sanitary
sewerage mains on Jackson between
Twelfth and Thirteenth. Thirteenth
between Jackson and Ohio and Ten-
nessee between Eleventh and Twelfth
streets. The places are in bad con-
dition and unless he attends to the
work it will be done by the city and
charged up to IriCn
Insulting Language.
• Minnie Nichols, colored, was ar-
rested by Officer Sanders yesterday
on the charge of using insulting
language towards Belle Gillis. col-
ored.
—
Boys in School Yard.
The Washington building principal
yesterday complained to Captain
Frank Harlan that ,nme boys not
scholars were raising a racket in the
school yard. An officer was sent out
but before be got there the young-
sters had run away.
Not Yet Found.
The plumbers have not yet found
the point in the drain pipe that is
broken at the city ball. although they
have dug down for about eight feet
ntsderneah the windows of Chief Col-
lin, office. The toilet room and
water closet pipes cannot be drained
'mill the estoppage is removed, but
it cannot be found. One block of
the public concrete pavement front-
ing the building has been torn up
land the earth excavated, ;hut. /the
break was not there.
• •
JAPS WANT A DREADNAUGHT
Chicago. Mardi 12.--Officers of
tte imperial navy of Japan are at the
Taltuer house on their way to New
''''York and England to study the ma-
chinery and general equipment of
Britim's best war vessels. Lieuten-
:int Commander G. Shijemmg, of the
imperial naval station, is in charge
of the'-party.
'We are going to London." he said
study such vessels as the recently
;completed Dreadnought, supposed to
be the greatest fighting ship afloat.
ihfach'inery and armament especitlly
twill gone into, also such points at
*ill affect the construction of a num-
Set of war vessels some of which
are now building.
"Our government," he said. "will
in a few years have a navy that can
hold 'its own zgainst the world. We
innticipate no trouble with any coun-
try, and least of all With the United
Stater* -••••• • 1,11
AN ATTACK OF
PNEUMONIA
MR. J. RENFRO ILL AT HIS
HOME ON NORTH FOURTH
STREET.
He is Gradually Getting Together the
Requiskte Documents for Claim-
in Estate.
Mr. J. Renfro, the Third and Jef-
ferson street grocer, is confined with
pneumonia at his residence on North
Fourth between Jefferson and Mon-
roe streets, but is not dangerously
Mr. Renfro is gradually getting ac-
cumulated the documents he needs to
establish his identity when he goes
to England to claim his one-fifth of
the several million dollar estate left
there by his old bachelor tuiele, who
died two years ago. It takes a long
time to get these documents into
shape, and Mr. Renfro now has his
attorneys in Virginia gathering data
shoeing his relationsfillip to the de-
ceased Englishman, and also amass-
ing everything necessary, because he
has to establish beyond the shadow
of a doubt his blood connection be-
fore he will be allowed to claim his
portion of the enormous estate.
Ile esptcted to leave some weeks
ago. hut his aitorneys in the. East
found they could not advance very
rapidly infultniiiiing the tree:tared
documents, as records in different
portions of the country 'have to be
gone over and necessitates long trips
consuming much time.
Whenever he documents are com-
plete lie will sail for Europe Ito claim
poet of the estate It may be a
year cr. two before he gets his mon-
ey as in England the courts are en-
twined with much red tape.
CAPITOL GRAFT INQUIRY.
Wctness Sees Irregularities in Penn-
sylvania Building.
Harrisburg.. Pa.. March i3.—With
charges that some of the decorations
in the new state capitol building
have been made much more expensive
than was called for in the contract
while other parts have been omitted
entirely, the legislative inquiry into
the contracts and account% under
V4 hich the building was erected was
begun today.
The investigation grew out of the
allegalions made during the last
state campaign that, there was gross
extravagance. overcharges and dupli-
cation of items in the ornamentation
and equipment of the building. The
capitol was built under the direction
of a capitol building commission at
a cost of S.4.000.000 and was furnish-
ed and equipped by the board of
lie grounds and buildings :it a cost
oi nearly $9.000.000.
The members of the hoard during
the time the contracts were given runt
were Governor Pennypacker. Audi-
tor General Snyder and State Tea -
surer Mathues, all Republicans.
The investigation is being conduct-
ed by a committee created by the
prtsent legislature.
Bernard R. Green of Washington.
C, consulting engineer for the
capitol commission, was the first wit-
ness. Mr. Green explained that he
was a civil enginetr in the service of
the United States and was in charge
of the construction of the congress-
ional library .and collet governmental
buildings in the city.
In a report tinder date of Dec. 23,
1905. Green called attention to a num-
ber of changes in the original spec-
ifications for the decorative work.
flooring, heating service, etc.. which
had been made without his know-
ledge and which differed from the
specifications.
The engineer was examined as to
the marble wainscoting in the rotunda
had been omitted. The decorations
in many of the rooms were more
elaborate than had been called for in
the original plans.
The witness was also examined in
the matter of purchasing furniture by
the foot instead of by piece and the
furnishing of bronze chandeliers by
the pound. He said he 'had never
heard of the "per foot" rule or the
"per pound" rule before it was used
in this building.
"I do not regard it as the proper
method for ascertaining the cost of
such furniture," he added. •
MANAGER BURNED BIG PLANT
Caught by Propensity for Writing
"Black Hand" Letters.
Milwaukee. Wis., March 13.—The
receipt of threatening letters by the
manager of the Wankes'ha Stone and
Quarry company, Adolph E. Holt-
rack, and the subsequent burning of
the plant, is now capped by an un-
expected climax when Hourack him-
self confesses that he had written
the threats and h‘d burned the build-
ings.
Hourack's propensity for writing
letters in the name Of *the Black
Hand caused his arrest. After he
had berried the plant he became
alarmed and wrote two letters to the
officers of the company w'hich were.
intended to afford him an excuse for
reFigniug and reeing. -
is
Our First Showing
In swell spring styles in Clothing, Furnishings and Shoes now ready. All
that's new and strictly up-to-date we have.
SEE OUR MEN'S
$15.00 SUITS SPECIAL
Boys' Knee Pants, 4 to 16 years, we offer at the special price of . . . 19c
These are splendid values, being well made and just the thing for senool.
Little Fellows' Suits, ranging in size from 7 to 14 years; for  98c
These are a lot of spring weig ht samples which would actually sell for $1 so to $2.5o. Don't
miss these.
FOR YOUR BOY---We have 64 patterns of boys' fine coats, consisting of
doable and single breasted and made up in the very latest styles, and
which formerly sold tor $1.50 to $3.00; to dispose of this lot we have
placed them on sale for . .. 49c
Men's Fine Madras Shirts, the regular 75c quality, with collars . . . 48c
SPECIAL
, Crossett $5, $4, $3.50 Shoes
We have put the rprice---$2.69- on all the
broken lots of Crossett's fine $5, $4 and
$3.50 Shoes, consisting of Patent Leather
Gun Metal, Box Call and Vici Kid, both in
lace and button, they go for
$2.69




WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE
CARPtT CASE
POSTPONED
ROBERT M'GEE. COLORED, GIV-
EN CONTINUANCE BY
JUDGE.
William Albritton. Colored, Secured
Another Postponement of The
Cutting Charge.
Robert. McGee, colored, wds given
a continuance until next Monday
morning, when his case was called by
Judge Cross in the police court yes-
terday morning. He is accused of ob-
taining money under false pretenses
by stealing a carpet from Dr W. C.
Eubanks' office above the Globe Bank
and Trust company, and selling it
to Proprietor Burton of the boar&
ing house on Kentucky avenue near
Second street.
A man named Fisher was given a
continuance until today of the war-
rant charging him with disoraerly
conduct, while the man Beasley was
fined $5 and costs for the disorderly
conduct case •against him.
Until today was postponed the
petty larceny charge against Henr
Skelton.
William 'Albritton was given a
continuance until next Monday of the
charge of maliciously cutting Levi
Calhoun. colored, kfuring ,a fight
down on lower Court street.
Bertie Lewis. colored, was finest
$10 and costs for raising a disturb-
ance in Lucy Rouse's home.
J. W. Bryant was fined $25 and ten
days in jail for carrying concealed
weapons. while the charge of being
drunk was dismissed.





MR. TROUTMAN AND DEPUTY
SMEDLEY MAY FINISH
TODAY.
The Recapitulation Will Be Sent to
State Board of Equalization for
Examination.
County Assessor Wes. Troutman
and Deputy County Court Clerk Wal-
ter Smedley continue hard at work
adding the raises made by the coun-
ty board of supervisors to the origi-
nal figures of the assessor in valuing
property for county and state tax pur-
poses. These two think they will fin-
ish theit work this afternon or to-
morrow, when they turn the books'
over to the county clerk.
The assessor and Deputy Smedley
go over each page and add up into
one total the diffeernt valuations on
that page alone. They then turn to
the next page, and so on, but do not
acid up the grand total showing the
valuation in one figure of all prop-
erty combined. The county clerk's
force makes out this recapitulation.
The recapitulation will be sent to
the state hoard of equalization about
the last of this month, so that that
body can see if McCracken county's
total assessment is proportionate with
other counties over the state. It
generally takes the state body until
sometime in May to pass on The Mc-
Cracken county assessment.
Raising a Mile of Pennies,
(Philadelphia Record.)
The congregation of the Presbyte-
rian church at Saye. 13radfrod coun;-
ty. iv trying to collect a "mile of
pearjci"_ a Ent A ILe ..g1I4Ifilfs-a Aidit;Ab Sc)i;•141: •s1.1441;lit
Big Bargains in
Wall Paper
Now Is the rime to Buy
Wall paper
We have thcilargcst line of up-to-date wall paper




for Tour Picture frames
315 BRORDWAT
building fund. The members of the
congregation have narrow strips of
paper, just a foot in length. The
length is divided in inches and one
Side is covered with glue. Those to
whom the strips of paper are present-
ed are requested to moisten the glue
the strips. Each foot will ho) l; c -•actly •sixteen pennies. Thus a
of these strips completely filled •
add $844.8o to the building fund.
















Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Secial RemediesWHICH ARE DISPENSED UPON ABSOL TE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
LANG BROTHERSThese are LED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when othe
rs
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TAB
LETS, the cure for indi-
gestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pu
re Food & Drug Act
SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY
W.B. SMITH CHARGED WITH
FORGING $3,000 CHECK
UM& •
AMOS OWSLEY, THE 
CAPITALIST, CLAIMS SMITH F
ORGED
HIS NAME TO CHECK AND 
GOT TI;IAT MUCH MONEY—
LAWYER OLIVER SUES SMI
TH ON $1,900 ASSIGNED TO
CLAIM—LOEB & BLOOM SU
E MANTZ HAYS FOR S
log
RENT CLAIMED DUE—R
EHKOPF APPEAL WILL COST
ABOUT Sa,000—OT HER CO
URTS.
Quite a sensational suit was 
tiled
yesterday in the circuit court, 
the
charge in it being a serious one 
and
'ii that W. B. Smith while 
vice-presi-
dent of the Cl.obe Monk and 
Tru.t
company of this city forged 
the
name of Amos G. Owsley to a 
check
for $4,000, drew the money :old 
con-
verted it to his own use. Sm
ith is
the ex-banker now before the 
'United
States court at Isconaille, and
 when
Iii. case was called there yes
terday
it was continue:. user unti
l easst
Monday. He is charted with 
misap
eiopriating funds of J bank there.
'Mr. Owsley i, the %% coldly retir
ed
sailroad engineer and had 
several
thousand dollars on deposit at the
Globe Bank auti Trust company. 
an
hi, suit ags:iist :Le Globe hank and
B. Smith lac slaims the latter
forged his name to a check for tr,000
grew the money and applied it to
his own use. Mr. Oer:ey states that
oi•covery of the alleg,ad forgery was
made one sear ago, and he now seeks
tc recover the amount irs ni Smith
.4n11 the bank both.
Oliver, (Sliver & McG-egor filtd
;he suit for the plaintiff.
Another Smith Action.
Lawyer Mike Oliver filed snit in
the circuit court yesterday again•t
Vs 11. Smith and C T. Murphy for
31,goo claimed due on a !and deat.
Smith oened stock in the Ar
kansas
Land company and sold it to Amos
G Owsley Smith then sold 
sit
acres of Arkansas land he owned 
for
$5,000 This land deal 
was made
through C T. Murphy. an Ar
kansas
real estate man, who agreed to pay
Covsley St,goo out of the $5.orio pro-
ceeds. the $1,spao being t odefray an-
other indebtedness of Smith. Mur-
rhy refused to pay the Psalms but
t4rned the full $5,000 over to Smith.
Owsley then assigned his claim to
Lawyer Oliver. who now brings suit




Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
cah. Ky.
r GET THE BLS!
WEBSTER S
I !ST'', r.N4 'NAL
Iff,TIONAP)
• Recently Enlarged •
MTN
25,000 New Words
Near Gazetteer of the World
vita more than mato titles, based on the
latest census returns.'
Neer Biographical Dictionary
containing the names of over 10.000 noted
persona, date of birth, death, etc.
Ritttm by W. T. HAREM Ph .T.. LL.D.,
Vatted States Goinudoaar or Education.
1380 Quart* Pages '
Now Musa MN Itheseesiosa *LA 1119•11110*
Needed in Every Home







n satisso Wet" Wafts
0111. Oak% Was pow.
rust, stisossornisiameamomimmeasauts
g G. 6 C. MERRIAM CO., •
Piablusbera. isirtageteld. Muse.
Suit for Rent.
Loeb Sr Bloom yesterday filed suit
in the nature of a distress warrant
against Mantz L. Hays fur Sig.)
claimed due Loeb fa Blooni-froni
Mays as rent of the LoBloom hotel
at Eleventh and, Woody:ay, that
building belonging to plaintiffs, and
being occupied by' defendant Hays.
The suit was filed In the court of
Justice John J. Bleich.
gait on a Note.
Thompson, Wilson & Company
filed sok against Cora Peal for $63.40
claimed due on two notes she exe-
cuted to him May it. -906, one being
a sixty day note for $y) and one a
ninety day note for a iimilar amount.
Divorce. is Wanted.
David Jackson Randle and Flor-
ence Elizabeth Randle were married
December 1, tPoz. at Wynne. Ark..
and resided together until March
It. 1(07, when he claims that she
:eft him, and has become a lewd wo-
man Ile now files suit for divorce
from the wife
Another Mismated Pair.
Lou Hamilton as married here
dur,ng igot to Dora Hamilton and
she left him in January, lac* Ile
now sues for divorce on the ground
she abandoned him.
Administrator.
R. P Mon r qualitied yesterday in
the ounty court as administrator




WAY AND JEFFERSON WILL
CAUSE THIS.
The Pay Car Comes in Tomorrow
for the Illinois Central Railroad—
Other News'
General Agent John T. Donovan
of the Illinois Central is preparing
for his road to raise the tracks ou
Jefferson and Broadway at Eleventh
street so they will conform to the
street grade when these public thor-
oughfares are reconstructed with pav-
ing brick, bitulithic or other mater-
ial. The tacks at these crossings are
low in some instances and whenever
the city commences building the new
streets the railroad will take care of
its part of the work.
Broadway and Jefferson from
Ninth to Eleventh will not be recoil-
structed until after the mains are laid
'for the sanitary sewerage system
being placed in district No. a. which
includes these tboiroughfares. To
lay the sewers the streets have to be
dug up. 'therefore if reconstructed
now they would have to be torn to
pieces when the mains' went down,
Pay Car Tomorrow.
The pay car comes in tomorrow for
the Illinois Central railroad to pay
the employes their monthly wages.
The retail stores keep open tomor-
row night for benefit of this trade.
Superintendent Here.
Superintendent Egan of the Louis-
ville division is in the city on busi-
ness.
of I AERONAUT AT NORTH POLE.
Property Sold.
John Mathewues has sold to F. M.
McGlathery for it and other con-
siderations, property on the south
side of Jackson betwetn Seventh and
Eighth streets. The deed was filed
far record with the county clerk yes-
tt rday.
Mrs. Lauri Weille bought from
George W Brown for elm, property
on Plunkett street.
Connecting Wallin.
At present the concrete pavements
encircle the court house and at each
corner of the building lead towards
the corners of the yard. Yesterday
workmen begin preparing for little
strips of pavement that will connect
the walks at every corner of the
court house, and thereby form little
triangular plots of ground between.
where pretty flower beds will be
planted.
Rehkopf Appeal.
Lawyers Crice and Ross yesterday
received a letter from Clerk A. G.
Donald. of the United States court at
1.ouisville. who announced that he
had put every available deputy in the
office to work copying the records
in the case where Judge Walter
Evans. of that tribunal has ordered
Mr. E. Rehkopf. of this city, into
bankruptcy. It !will take
several weeks to copy the document;
when they will then be forwarded by
Clerk Donald to the United States
circuit court of appeals at Cincinnati.
to which Mr. Rehkopf is carrying the
htigation in hope of haling reversed
Judge Evans' order.
The recoids include transcript, of
all the evidence it took the Paducah
lawyers three weeks to take here
several months ago, when daily ses-
sions were held and testimony taken
down in deposition form. There
are many thousand pages of the evi-
dence and copying it is an enormous
undertaking.
It will cost $soo for the Iso' nisville
clerk to transcribe the records and
about as much more for the docu-
ments to be printed into pamphlet
form, as the Cincinnati court re-
quires all records to be in this print-
ed shape before submitted to the
judges. The entire cost of the ap-
peal will be about $2,000.
Woman Captures Deer.
Menominee. Mich., March 13.—A
deer chased by dogs, was captured in
the streets of this city this morn-
ing. The animal was exhausted and
its pursuers were fast closing in upon
it when theye were driven off by
Mrs. Albert F. Senff. The deer
dropped at her feet and was removed
to the house in a wheelbarrow,
Jest is Suspected in Message From
Milwaukee "Captain."
Milwaukee. Wis.. March 13.-s
1Vhether or not there Is a jest on
foot is still to be found out, but
Captain Darling, of Milwaukee. who
claims to have reached the north
pole and found it to be a region cov-
ered by immense ice fields
esptain Daring is acknowledegd to
he a fictitious name by its bearer,
who has for several months past
coiled attention to his balloon and
;wowed trip to the north pole. He
seemed perfectly rational. This after
noon telegrams were received in Mil-
waukee from him announcing the die
ccvery of the pole, according to pro-
gramme. The message was as fol-
lows:
"Veni. vidi 'aid. go degrees ascend-
ed ten miles north of Montreal,
hursday, March 7. q a. m., reached
cie degrees or the pole 1:15 a. vu. Sun
day. March to, 'o7. Planted Ameri-
can flag and left record, remained at
role t hour 45 minutes. Time con-
sumed in going to the pole 67 hours
15 minutes: return time. 40 hours 7
minutes. Solid ice field at pole.
Will send particulars at earliest con-
venience. Am coming on to Mil-
waukee in balloon tomorrow if wind
is favorable."
Guarding a Great Heiress.
(Boston Herald.)
They do say that an American
heiress of well-known name is never
by any chance allowed out of sight of
one or more responsible persons.
who act in the capacity of bodyguard
or secret service men. The luckless
girl can never move outside the dom-
icile for a run in the park or a trip
down the avenue or to pay a visit to
another girl, unless accompanied, —
not merely chaperoned. Chaperones
do not count nowadays. 'And where-
fore these precautions? Simply 'be-
cause mademoiselle is such an heir-
ess she is a quarry for fortune hunt-
ers and a recognized class of con-
spiratorsiegvho stick at nothing in
their social brigndage! Formerly it
s the detrimentals whom mamma
feared: now it is a much bolder
'schemer that may swoop down any
moment and carry off the dove of
millions. Funny, is it not, that such
a state of things should have devel-
oped in America?
rt i estimated that the sgowns
worn at the New York Horse Show
represented a total cost of $socs000.
Over too miles of trees are to he
planted between Winnepeg and Cal-
gary by the railroad for snow breaks.




JURY DECIDES PRINCE AND
PRINCESS MUST SETTLE
A BILL FOR $228.
Attorneys in Courtroom Organise a
Panel Into Class for Tooth
Treatment.
Earnings Per Minute.
Bank president  18 cents
Dentist ...   to cents
Bricklayer   4-5 cents
Bookkeeper  1-2 cent
Messenger boy . t-6 cent
'Criminal court juror ... 1-2 cent
Bank Clerk  2-3 cent
Letter carrier  13-20 cent
Teamster  cent
Chicago. March 13.—A dentiest's
time is worth ten cents a minute,
that is, if he is plugging the teeth of
a real live Russian prince. Dr. Leo
K. Stewart convinced a jury of that
faci yesterday, and, as a result, ob-
tained a verdict of Szafl against Prince
Nich(1;as Engalitcheff and the prin-
cess.
Then the question arises: "If a
tooth carpenter is entided to a dime
every time the clock ticks off sixty
seconds. what should be the pay per
minute of the man who pilots a dou-
ble team through Chicago's crowded
streets?" The present rate is half a
cent. •
Prince Engalitcheff's financial dif-
ferences with his dentist were the
source of much amusement to the oc-
cupants of the crowded courtroom.
It developed during the hearing that
the scion of Russian royalty had of-
fered to settle the bill if it was reduc-
ed to $2oo. It also came to ,ligbt
that Dr. Stewart had brought the
snit against the princess because she
was considered the head of the fam-
ily. The prince was much mortified
It this statement.
Jurors Laugh atv-Derstint.
Some of the jurymen who heard
the doctor say he considered his
time worth ten cents a minute took
him for a practical joker. They
laughed audibly and visiblly. They
were each earning one cent every
two minutes for their services in sit-
ting in judgment on the case.
Attorney E. E. Gray appeared as
counsel for tlfe prince and the prin-
cess He was sarcastic in 'his cross-
examination of the dentist.
"If your time is worth ten centa a
minute." he asked Dr. Stewart. "you
will soon become rich beyond epec-
tation, won't your
"No. I don't think I will: that is a
nominal charge for dentistry, and a.
any rate, a nobleman should not balk
at paying his bills."
The verbal exchange between the
attorney and the dentist became pep-
pery and the court ordered moms of
the questions stricken from the rec-
ord
Witnees Waxes Wroth.
Dr Stewart occupied the witness
chair a greater part of the morning.
and was pot through a severe coss-
examination in the art of dentistry
Attorney Gray provoked laughter
when he asked the doctor if he knew
where the lower bicuspids were lo-
cated.
"How could I be a dentist if I did
not know the location of the teeth,"
replied the doctor angrily.
Attorney Gray. in his questions, in-
dicated the opinion that no cents an
hour is profit exhorbitant in the face
of what the average skilled and un-
skilled mechanic earns
The jurymen learned much about
a dentist's work and were made ac-
quainted with the fact that a dentist
has the privilege of charging a fee
for examining a set of teeth. They
also learned 'how much gold or silver
it takes to fil a tooth and various
methods employed by a dent-i.
Attorney Gray made a motioti for
a new trial in behalf of his royal cli-
ent.
SERVICE MADE IN EDDY CUIT
Official Acceptance of Summons by
Each of • Four Boston De-
fendants.
Boston, March 13.—Service was
made this afternoon upon the four
Boston defendants intthe accounting
suit brought agninse the dirkctors
and trustees of the Christian Science
church in behalf nf Mrs. Mary 'Baker
G. Eddy. These, defendants included
Alfred Farlow, director of the pub-
lication enterprises of the church;
Ira 0. Knapp, William J. Johnson
and Joseph Armstrong. Its each case
the service was pificially. accepted.
Mattil Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.__ -
q!
-
130 B. 'THIRD STREET: PADULlii 
ACCIDUNT INSURANCL
Oro L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance CO.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 724
CAMPBELL BUILDINF
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just corspleted, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, O
ne
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located 
on
lot 40x160 feet.
M'CRACHEN REAL ESTATE &. MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
See L. D. Sanders, Office adi Sosth Sixth. Phone
 765.
SJ sp4.0•41.4 44.44alo.44•••••••11110.1 6NilkliAllinillig.14
j E. COULSON,
Steam and Not Water Heating.






SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FR
EIGHT, NIA CHIN.
SIM AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD&
macs SECOND AND MOP ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P.D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on
K: C. ROSE
tt-763-29 South Third—Street, Agent', for witrAilTari-Be '5
Ral ifig:"FTP"..hiladeliiliia, MADE TONC
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sani-ary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. •Stasdasir 
Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samp:es of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
4 E. D. HANNAN.
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Entered kt the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year SSA10
Six Months  Leo
Three Months 
One week .20
'Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Thursday Morning, March ze, sign.
The Louisville Street Car Strike.
The strike of the employes of the
Louievifle traction company is assnm-
ing serious proportions.
Several attempts to saperate the
cars have been made, strike-breakers
being imported from Cincinnati and
St. Louis. Heavy guards of volke
were placed on the cars, bat no pass-
engers could be induced to ride. and
to add to (he discomfiture of the com-
pany the strikebreakers are joining
the anion almost as fast as they ar-
rive in the city, and the cars were
ordered back to the barns.
It seems now that the stoke so far
has the sympathy of the public, and
if this continues the company will be
forced to yield, but if serious violence
is offered and any lives are lost, the
strikers will very soon lose the pub-
bee sympathy.
Tt matters lint whether the acts of
violence are madt only by sympa- 71us
thizers, the public does not discrimi-
nate and the strikers are blamed
This is the 'history of nearly all
strikes, and in nearly every case
'irlsere lives were lost and property
destroyed the strike failed
According to the dispatches fif era.
terday the orikers or their sympa-
thizers made a bad break when they
tore the tinited States mail signe
from the cars. This may mean the
death How of 'the strike. for Uncle
Sam will tolerate no such acts, and
I opens tip the way for employing
United States troops to protect the
care--all 'know what that means.
The Louisville Poet sums up the
etrike in the following paragraphs:
"For the third day Louisville is
withreit Street car service.
'The varied and repeated promises
of the superintendent of the tractiern
company bear no relation whatever to
events.
"His
"If they cannot win 'by peaceful
means and public sentiment they
cannot win by violence, and a com-
munity swayed against the strike by
!violence.
"Yesterday there was too much
boisterousness and excitement; men
who never work and who do not de-
sire to work were conspicuous where-
ever there was a delayed car. These
men discredit any cause and must not
be coltittenanced by any labor union.
"The police must be obeyed. If
'they are tesisted the militia will be
ordered out to support them, end that
will turn the whole strength of pub-
1k opinion against the strike.
-The Evening Post will publish as I
faithful a picture of each day's pro-
ceedings as it can make, giving the
whole truth and setting nothing down
in malice. Its reports will not be
censored either by Ale. Funk, the
strike leaders or the mayor.
'A cause which cannot prosper in
the light of such reports does not
deserve to prosper.
"The two days' campaign ended
wills the advantages with the strik-
ers. But the strike is not ended; it
has but begun.
"'Hence the necessity for warning
all men against every form of V10-
!ewe. We do not attribute the vio-
lence to the street car men, or to
the labor men in charge of the strike.
It is the mere camp followers; the
idlers, the vicious men, the ungov-
tuned men who refuse to obey or-
tilers, who too often bring discredit
on union labor.
—Therefore every friend of labor,
‘cry man who wants to see the con-
dition of the laborers improved, will
aid the responsible leaders in an ef-
fort to maintain order in the face of
trying conditions.
"If there are men to whom this ap-
peal is not palatable; if there are
misguided men who believe public
opinion ill sustain a strike that be-
gins, in violence and ends in blood-
shed. we speak not to them and we
care not for them. The laboring men
of. Louisville. the anion men of Lou-
istiTle. are reputable men, who have
the most at stake in this conflict
If they can nin by peaceful
means, by persuasion and by pa-
tience, there are few who will not re-
joice with them.
I "Bet they cannot win by violence
of any kind or chaarcter"
failure is confessed, but 'hie
exclaim is that he has no police pro-
tection.
"The mayor Admits that there pre-
walla a spirit of disoreer which the
police have not controtled.
'The 1: et remains that if the police
were dnubled and in the hands of
competent men. the •rartt.on COMpally
has no men to operate ts cars. ThLt
is the chief reason osers Nvere no care
run Sunday, none 7'in Monday,
none today
"Instead of 300 I' men jceniter
the union, nearly a thonsand have
joined.
"All this ic aside from the reasep-
alicnets or the unreasanahleness of
ihe demande ol tha men; asiee from
the efficiency sir the Inefficintey of
the police. The superintendent of the
trsiStion company has misled the pub-
lielrom day to day, and no doubt he
m1sled hie seperieirs from the firet.
"The police control. resembles she
coseleoPeef 'the police ean registration
day and's/it election day. It knows
no Isve *td cares for none. This
only darkens the picture of prevail-
ing conditions; it does not relieve it."
On the editorial page of the Post
is the/ following article, which con-
teini not only germs of truth. hut
gesfx1 advice 'to both organized labor
nnd its friends:
"Every true friend of labor, organ-
ize di and unorganized, will do every-
thing in his power to suppress every
form of violence. •
"The strike will draw lawless men
from all sections of the country, and
they come to stir up disorder.
"The strike leaders have pledged
'themselves and their followers to a
!sear:ern' strike.
there are men who sympathizer, strikers, who believe the
valise of strikers is helped by
siolenct, thes rre inerrar.
"Every blo made, every assault
made or threat
'tion put in the
injury to the III
Man Who Gave Us the Word
"Graft."
"Cash,- the word of widespread
me, is the real monument of "Josiah
Flynt." the name by which the socio-
logical writer, Jo•iah Flynt Willard.
was known. So declares the New
York Evening Post in slimming up
the picturesque career, just closed, of
the man who was probably the most
gennine of the American explorers of
the -srihmerged world." "Borrow
would have recognized in 'Josiah
Flynt' a literary descendant. and one
influenced by the same wanderlust,"
says the New York Evening Sun.
The tramp was to Flynt "a person
to be studied with sytnapathetic inter-
est." From his writings resulted a
eon of "realistic sociology." to
which there have been many contrib-
utors, none of which have quite ach-
ieved the qualities of their prototype.
Says the Evening Sun:
"The magazines have been full of
accounts of the investigations of all
sorts of inquirers, from the Chicago
stockyards to society at Waehingtort,
but the %Valor ‘Vyckoffs and so on
were lacking in the very quality that
made the man they tried to imitate
pre-eminent. He never took on a
seiperior air or behaved w ith conde-
scension to those about whom he was
curious. He was simply interested in
the life of, all sorts 61 queer people—
crooks, petty grafters. the enemies of
the policemen in general. The books
he wrote about them were the -natu-
ral results of the travels. The trav-
els acre never undertaken for the
purpose of writing the books. There
is an essential 'distinction here"
The history of the word "graft,"
now lo common and inevitable as to
seem to have been created by the
thing it represercts, ie traced by the
Evening Post to its source in one of
Mr. Willerds books. Thus:
"Whsn, six or seven years ago, a
volume, called 'The World of Graft'
and describing'the life of 'the under-
world' began to. attract notice, the Or-
dinary respectable readers had to find
out what the last word of the title
meant. They learned that it was a
sort of thieves' latin for the ill-gotten
gains ef the powers that prey. It
applied to the petty thief's takings,
the swindler's gains, the gambler's
winnings, the corrupt policeman's
'hush money. But there was some fae-
cimition about the word. It began to
appear in respectable company. It
gradually lost its quotation-marks. It
lost, its original meaning at the same
time. The term 'grafter' came to be
reserved for the unfaithfol employee
or public servant, the purchasing
agent who accepted secret commis-
sions, the legislator who sold his
vote, the official who held an inter-
est in public contracts. With That
meaning, the word passed the elapsetied, every olotruc• of slang within an almost incredibly
'M. of ca-"• is an short period, and as yet shows, no- -I ti
signs of disappearing front our
-speech."
Vagabondage is no new thing for
a man of good family and education,
remarks the same paper. "There is
-an appeal to every one who possesses
either intellectual curiosity or love
of adventure" in the kind of explora-
tion that Sir Richard Burton, Bor-
row and Charles Godfrey Leland un-
derwent. But "it was a sordid and
depressing world enough to 1,4111C11 Jo-
siah Flynt introduced his readers."
His accounts, 'however, were free
from the dilettantism, continues the
Post, of such writers as Richard
Harding Davis. who once lived. dis-
guised, among the thieves of Phila-
delphia; of Richard Whiteing and Ar-
thur Marrison, who have "interpret-
ed their London of mean streets";
of Prof. Wyckoff or Mrs. Van Verse
To quote further:
"Josiah Flynt's people. outcasts,
criminals and setni-criminals, abnor-
malities generally, did not make the
same htunan appeals as the gypsies
or the honeet poor. He lacked the
genius really to ennoble his narra-
tives, however vivid and searching
they might be. Pity and terror were
not the emotions they aroused; rath-
er, plain curiosity. Such influence
as they may have had was their dis-
closure of corrupt alliances between
the criminal and the officers of time
law. Like any ordinary 'exposer.' he
encountered for a time the wrath of
those whom he had criticised, the
high police officials of this city. For
a fortnight after- his account of the
crime in New York was published,
our whole police force was hurrieg
him unsuccessfully."
skilled out of 738,834,667, or one out
of 1,54ar,6w. It thus appears that the
person who buys a ticket on a rail-
road in the United States and boards
a train 'has one chance against a mil-
liop and a half of being killed.
J
The Mattoon, Ill., Star very sen-
sibly remarks: "Not every-boy can
be a rich man or a great name A boy
with gentlemanly manners, who is
trusty and honest and does his best
every day will gain the attention of
men and will be given paying and re-
sponsible positions as soon as he is
old enough to fill them. Boys like to
have fun and a good time. It is right
that they should. They will be bogs
only once, but to have fun is not al-
together what they are made for.
Boys are of value chiefly to make
men, good for something in the
world. Character, like a house,
must have the right kind of a found-
ation."
Killing Twenty-Six a Day.
t Literary Digest.)
"What would the people of I :le
United States have to say about it
if the powers at Washington sat su-
pinely while tcn regiments of the
standing army were marched out in
a single year and 'shot down?" asks
Charles Warne Batting, who urges
that the apparent complacence of
congress in the face of the annual sac-
rifice of life on our railroads affords
a by no means far-fetched parrallel
to this startling supposition. It is
true that a law, passed about five
years ago, requires railroads to make
monthly reports of all railway acci-
dents, their causes, and the number of
kited and injured. lb the interstve
Commerce commission. But Ciat
body has "absolutely no supervisory,
no corrective power" in the matter
If the conrmission in question. )Jr.
Batting maintains, was invested with
powers such as those exercised by
the English Board of Trade, it could
practically do away with a state of
affairs which fine annual railroad
statistics reseal as a national scandal.
The statistics for the year ending 4 .n
March 3t, too& brought home to us
by Mr. Batting's stng illustrations,
show that if the graves of those k•'1-
ed on the railways during that period
were distributed along our 2115,973
of operated track, there would be a
headstone every twenty-one miles,
while a eimilar distribution of the
maimed would place a cripple at every
two and a half miles. The figures
are 9,7o3 killed and 86,008 injured.
This slaughter. argues Mr. Batting.
is not due to mysterious causes be-
yond our control, but to causes which
can be investigated and to a gr,eat ex-
tent eliminated. This perrennial sac-
rifice of human hie, he asserts "is
nothing short of a national degrada•
tion," while the inert:a of the federal
government "seems criminal." The
Interstate Commerce commission,
which appeals in vain for more pow-
er to corect abuses, has to content
itself with "reminding congress ev-
ery three months in bulletins, and
every year in a more comprehensive
report, that the railroads of the coun-
try are killing men, women and chil-
den at the rate of twenty-six a day,
and injuring 237 a day." The record
of collisions and derailments for the
period defined gives a total of 13,-
113, one every ninety 'Minutes, or
"one to every sixteen and a half miles
of track." Mr. Batting, whose arti-
cle appears in the Van Norden maga-
zine. brings out the interesting fact
that "on the death-Toll of the railroad
it is the employe' s name that pre-
dominates." We read:
'There were 3.718 employes killed
in the year ending March 31, 1906.
and since there are 1,382,196 em-
ployes of railways in the United
States, it is seen that one-nut of every
371.7 was killed. During the same
year 49.266 employes were injured,
which means one out of every 28.
This, in plainer words, tells that the
railroad service is so hazardous under
present lack of federal regulation
that a man who enters it stands one
chance in twenty-eight of being in-
jured, and one chance in 371.7 of be-
ing killed. This risk of- mortality is
almost as great as if he bared his
breast to the bullets of modern war-
fare, and, indeed, if the war with
Spain be taken as an example it is
quite probable he would have Stood
a better chance of life and freedom
from injury by entering the army
than by entering the railroad ser-
vice.
:Passengers have much less danger
to fear. Miring the year just men-
ioned there were only aoz passengers
Dangerous Doctrine in Court.
(Richmond, Va., Dispatch.)
The doctrine which is being preach-
ed and promulgated in sonic of the
courts that a man who lost: his tem-
per becomes temporarily insane and
is not responsible in law for his acts
is a doctrine that is about as mis-
chievous and dangerous as well could
be imagined. It is a doctrine that de-
stroy, all incentive to self-control
and rather encourages men to give
way to passion, to brutal appetite and
to every sinful desire
'Alas. the poor tug! Is there no
balm in Gilead? No place in the
country's sera ice where the negro is
welcomed as a man or brother? The
news comes front Washington that
white railway mail clerks hare pre-
pared a protest against being assign-
ed for duty in the same cars with ne-
gro clerks on long runs. where the
men hate to live and eat together
Da Duncan Mac Dougall. evidently
from his name a canny Scott. whose
habitat is Haverhill. Mass, an-
nouncts that he has discovered e
method of weighing a soul With he
would come to this neck o' the woods
There are fellows here whose soul
would require more delicate inatrii-




The expert doctors %lea have just
finished testiying in the Thaiv trial
say that every per.on is possessed of
a cerebellum, mrdulfa oblongata.
tuberculin quadrigemina and corpus
callosion. And yet with all these
things there are people who are ever-
lasting and eternally -complaining.—
Maysville Bulletin.
It's all right to think about what
you are going to tell thc board of
afsessment supersasors about raising
s-our tax, but it turns to quite an-
other view when you face that au-
gust body and proceed to air your
troubles.—Henry County News.
In Central Oty on 'epidemic is
killing off the cat population. One
man lest rime in one night. A man
that wou1d own nine cats must hnvi
a feline for the. species. By the way.
why arc not cats taxed like dogs'
But this would be unjust to the spin-
sters who love cats because they
1-aven't got a man to boss —Mays-
ville Public Ledger.
The fellow in Eastern Kentucky
y ho claims that he recently plowed
tie a turkey egg that had been buried
for twenty years and found a live tur
k -sy id it has Joe Maithaftan "skinned
a mile."---Cadiz Record.
Goldwin Smith rises to object to
the theory of evolution on the
ground that if it were correct mon-
keys would still be developing into
men. Evidently the defence in the




Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler Says
Roosevelt IWIN Not Run
Again,
• Los Angeles, Cal., March r3.--In
an interview here Dr.. Nicholas Mur-
ray Butltr, pres'ident of Columbia
University, said:
"President Roosevelt will .not rim
for president again, no matter what
pressure is brought to bear upon
him. The principles which Roose.-
N (;t stands for are greater than the
man. The Republican party must
mepport these principles, no matter
who its standard bearer may be at
the next election. With Mr. Root
president and Mr. Taft chief justicce
of the supreme court, conditions
would be pretty near ideal. But








. CITY BY 148 MA- .
JORITY.
Women Work Hard All Day in the
Rain — Licenses Expire
June 30.
'Richmond, Ky . March 13.—By a
vote of 148 majority citizens of Rich-
mond said today that the twelve
saloons in this city: must 'go. The
slay broke dark and rainy. As early
as 5 o'clock all the church bells be-
gan to ring andi were kept ringing
throughout the emit* days At 8
o'clock pupils of Caldwell high
school. Madison Female Institute,
State Nomal school and the Colored
high school, 1,5oo strong, formed in
line at the Methodist church.
the procession was headed by the
Rev. J. Addison Smith and the Rev
George Shepherd, on horseback, each
carrying large banners- upon which ,
was "Vote for our boys," and the 1
Christian church choir marched to
each voting precinct where a halt
was mode. litre all joined in sing-
ing "At the Cross," 'Nearer My God
to Thee' and "America." Each child
in the procession carried banners up-
on which was "Vote for me, vote for
sister, vote for brother, vote for
mother, vote for father, vote for our
homes."
At i lo o'clock it began raining
hard. This presented tiother march-
ing and forced the little ones to shel-
ter The town began tilling early in
the day with country people. The
women of Richmond braved the ram
and nand and worked hard through
the entire slay. They established
lunch counters at each of the four
voting places, from which coffee and
sandwiches were served
Many whisky men front Cincin-
nati, Louisville and Lexington and
tither places were. on hand today to
lend their assistance to the saloon-
keepers, It is 'aid that there was
nearly dilk000 sent into Richmond by
the whisky and brewery iutereits. A%
high cis Sao was paid for votes thrs
afternoon. but the best the whisky
men could do was to carry hut one
precinct out of four As soon as the
vote was counted and the result de-
termtned Mayor Woods mounted the
hand stand, which is in the (-earner
aof the courthouse yard. and made
short speech Short addresses were
also made by Prof. Sharon and Craw-
ford. of the State Normal school To-
BYKrodnit•11 oba-rvae
morrow night a grand celebration of
the sictory nil! be held at the opera-
house
The twelve saloons in Richmond
pay Poop license per annum Their
licenses will expire June 3o, and it is
certain that local option will be given
a test which will settle for all time
nhether it can be successfully en-
forced or not Mayor Woods solun-
tarily bonds himself far $5,000 to en-
force the law or resign his office
Father Beeler. of Nicholasville. and
Prof. Curry, a negro temperance ora-
tor of Ohio, made a series of speech-
es during the campaign that were
effective. Circuk Judge Thurman. of
Springfield. and Judge Ben Hardin,
of Ilarrerigburg, made addresses
I aVe are authorized to announce the
'candidacy of John W. McKnight for
city treasurer, subject to the Demo-





We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Printery to
he held Thursday, May 1, 1907,
4
We are authorized to =mine* the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
1,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907. s
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor, . 
k, •
subject to the Democratic Primary to
bc held Thursday, May a, 1907.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Beiley as a candi-
date for re-election to the office of
cite clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Unto-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907.
City Treasurer.
Vo"e are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic




MR. CHARLES LAWSON GOT
HURT WHILE JUMPING
ON TRAIN.
Fireman W. V. Home Painfully
Burned on Face and Head by
Flames—Mrs. Weille Home.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr , for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 3, 1907.
1Ve are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. 1.ucas. for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday.
May 1, 1907
City Asesseer.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re-
election to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May a, 1907.
Mr. Charles Lawson, who has many
friends in Paducah, had his foot
amputated as result of getting it
crushed while trying to jump a mov-
ing train near Bridgeport, Ill. T14e
Vincennes, Ind., paper says:
"Charles Lawson, an old Vin-
cennes boy, while hopping a B. & 0
S. W. west-bound freight train San-
day afternoon at teto o'clock near the
city had his foot crushed. Part of
the foot was torn entirely off and
the remainder so badly injured that
amputation above the ankle was
necessary, Drs. Schroeder and Lewis
of Bridgeport taking off the foot at
5:30 o'clock.
City Jailer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city,
jiler, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 1,
1907.
We are authorized to andounce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
Fireman Injured,
Fireman W. V. House of the I. C.
is confine4 at the railroad hospital
with painful burns on his face, neck
and head, caused by a flame leaping-
from the open door of the engine
furnace as lie was reaching down to,
slain it to. The accident happened in
the Montgomery tunnel. near Daw-
son Springs, seventy miles above
here on the Louisville division. It
weakness comes from was engine No. 857, pulling a freight
•••: 4 B I train, with Engineer Smith Booner
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a.
1907
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, rubiect to the Democratic Pr‘.
mary to he held Thursday, May 2.
7907.
We ate anthorized to arnounce the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to tse held Thnrsday, May 2,
1907.
• We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of R. M Miles for city
ji.iler, subject to the DemocratIc Pri-
mary to be held Thursday. May 2,
1907.
School Trustee.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Ben Weille for school
trustee from the Second ward, sub-
ject to the action of the city demo-
critic primary to be held Thursday.
May 2.
Repreeentative.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Eugene Graves for rep-
resentative of McCracken county in
the general assembly, subject to the
action of the democratic mass con-
vention, to be held March 30, by Mc-
Cracken county voters at the county
court house.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of James T. McKinney for
representative of McCracken county
in the general assembly, subject to'
the action of the democratic mass
convention, to be held March les, by
McCracken county voters at the
county court house.
I lealth is a large part of happiness,
and happiness of health, while both
are essential to holiness.—Chicago
Tribune.
A man thinks he leis forgotten his
troubles' when he is having a good
time.
and Conductor Berkley in charge. lie-
was brought -here and put in the
hospital, but lives at 625 South
Tenth street.
Patient Moved Home.
?sfrc James Weillc was yesterday
moved to her home on, North Eighth,
from Riverside hotpital where spe
was operated on last week for dp-













































































































Shirtwaists and Skirts are being
4o1d very cheap now at




RAINEY WELLS WAS CHOSEN JUNIOR PAST HEAD CON-
SUL, WHILE J. B. BREWER OF LOUISVILLE EASILY
WALKED AWAY WITH HEAD CONSUL'S POSITION OVER
CHARLEY EMERY—SESSION CAME TO CLOSE LAST EVE-
NING AT g ()CLOCK AND WAS FOLLOWED BY GRAND
BALL—WOMEN COMPLETE THEIR GATHERING YESTER-
DAY ALSO.
The Woodmen ei the World front
over the state rushed things so hur-
riedly yesterday and last night that
they brought their biennial session
to a close at 9 o'clock after selecting
Winchester. Ky. as the place for the
loin gathering, while the following
officers A4 ere chosen:
Junior Past Head Consul—Rainey
T Wells of Murray.
Head Consul J. II Brewer of
'Louisville.
Head Advisor—Dr. C. T. Ileaverin
of Owensboro
Head Clerk—Charles C. Niman of
Louisville
Heed Fscort—Nr. N Thomas
'Trigg county.
Head Watchntan—Gerge Kruse of
'Louisville
Head Sentry—E. F. Ochs of Louis-
ville.
Head Managers—Cole of Fulton:
Reiee of Louisville.; Dunning of Cen-
tral Kentucky: Willis of Lietchfield;
Meredith of Ashland.
After winding up the business last
night the delgates and Paducalians,
several hundred strong. indulged in a
grand ball until midnight at the Red
Men's ball on North Frouth where
the sessions have been held. By the
reports it will be seen that Louis-
ville walked away with most of the
offices, the delegates from that city
seeming to have things in control.
The session opened at to o'clock
yesterday morning and the creden-
tials committee reported, seating 95
delegates, while a, many alternates
and others were at the hell. N'omi-
notions for the different offices were
then made and Dr. Johnson Hall, the
sovereign camp's organizer in this
state. and Mr Rainey Wells of Mur-
ray. were nominated for junior past
head consul Wells won easily.
J H. Brewer, of Louisville, was
elected head consul, his opponent be-
ing Charles Emery of this city whogot only a vote or two. Mr. Brewer
being elected by an overwhelming
majority.
The session continued until vie,
p. m. yesterday when adjournment
was take nuntil 2:30 o'clock. The
delegates then resemed, continued
until supper, when another adjourn-
ment occurred. Resuming at night.
they wound up everything by 9
olclock. The business was of •a na-
ture public only to the members,
like all secret order gatherings con-
sisting of reports, etc., showing the
condition and business of the lodges
over :he state.
, The delegate, were hind in their
praises of the tine treatment accorded
them by Paducahans. and before de-
parting wished this .citg mech pros-
perity, also promising to long remem-
ber tha,,unstinted hospitality showered
on them. -
Lidice' Click.
The ladies finished their business
yesterday afternoon, the day being
consumed with .installation of
officers and hearing reports. Mrs.
Sadie Roder of this city inducted the
ifferent officials into their respective
positions.
By an oversight it was published
'.that - Evergreen circle was the body
tendering the handsome banquet
Tuesday evening, when in fact it was
the ladies of both the Evergreed and
s Magnolia circles, and they acquitted
'themselves elegantly in the entertain-
ment line..
Not on Program.
A' 'side issue not on the program
of. yesterday's proceedings for the
Woodmen of the Workl was a suit
brought by.J. W. Helsky of this city,
2gainst J H. Brewer of Louisville,
•
for $541 thc Paducahan claims is due
hint from the other who was yester-
day elected to head consul of the
state organization in session here.
Mr. Ifelsey has been the organizer
of Woodmen camps for several years
in McCracken, Caloway. Ballard.
Graves, Livingston and Marshall
commies. working tinder an appoint-
men of Mr. Brewer. who is state
manager for the order and at head of
the department that organizes new
lodges over the commonwealth, and
gets new members In his suit Mr.
Heleley claims that he was to re-
ceive horn State Manager Breiver, so
much money for every new member
gotten for the camps M. Helsley or-
ganized. while in addition to this
regular compensation. Mr. Ifelsley
contends he was to receive a bonus
of Si for each new member secured
He got s4t new ones, which does not
include suepensione, rejections. these
letting their affiliation lapse, etc. He
charges that Mr. Brewer will not pay
him the total bonus of $set, 'hence
suit is brought for collecion of same
through the courts Service tispiel
in the suit were served on Mr.




Twenty-Three Thousand Bales Held
in Memphis Awaiting Cars.
NN'ashington. D. C., March 13 —
President Crump, of the Memphis
cotton exchange, presented to the in-
terstate commerce commiesion Tues-
day a statement regarding the con
gestton of cotton at Memphis. and
asked for relief.
The commission said it would take
the matter urefer consideration. and
if deemed advisable would make an
irvcstigation on its on -account in
Memphis.
It is said there .are Pt present over
twenty-three thousand boleti of cot-
ten in the hands of the carriers at
Memphis, awaiting cars in which to
load. From the statements made,
and the evidence produced, the situa-
tion in Memphis with respect to cot-
ton was shown to be as serious 25
that respecting wheat in sonic of the
northwestern state:
_ INTERESTING ITEMS.
Sir Thomas I,ipton has to pay tax-
Manchuria last year purchase4 $12,-
000,000 worth of goods from
eel States.
It is said that buzzards
tures can scent their food
tance of forty miles.
Shallow wells giving out a good
quality Of Oil !Rye peen discovered
tlrouna Mexico City. ...-
Whaling is a growing industry in
the South Atlantic, centering around
the Falkland -islands.
Twenty million dollars is the esti-
mated value of the debris left by the




HOW WOULD YOU LIKE
TO BE THE ICE MAN?
Atlanta, Ga.. March 13.—The
Southern Ice Exchange, represented
by about. iso members from the
Southern, states east 6f the Missis-
sippi, met in annual convention here
yesterday. An address of welcome by
Mlayor F. Worth: Off 11',..
Mbyor Joyner and st;table response
by President W. F. Worth of Wil-
mington, N. C., occupied the morn-
ing session. The convention will he
in session until Thursday evebing.
the architect to make several minor
changes in the plans for the $t000no
building the bank will erect at Third
and Broadway. It took only a day
or two to make the alterations.
He darkens his own way who






Chess Club Shortly Begins Arrang-
ing for Its Annual Affair—
Other Soial Matters.
The Kaleaophis meets tomorrow
morning with Miss Kathleen Whites
field, of Seventh and Kentucky ave-
nue.
Chem Club Annual.
Each year for a long time the
'Chess, Checkee. and Whist club has
been giving an annual entertainment
to its friends in th,e handsome quar-
ters above Dr. John Oehlschlaeger's
drug store at Sixth and Broadway.
The events always occur during May,
  and i,t ie probable that some time
eext month arrangemente wilt be
started for the tory orient. In the
afternoon of whatever day is chosen
open house is kept for the ladies'.
reception, while the gentlemen are
received in the evening.
The P. D. C. Club.
The P. D. C. club will be enter-
tained 'Saturday afternoon by Miss
Corinne Winstead, of Seventh aud
Washington streets. .
Concert at SchooL
The Roney Boys' Concert com-
pare., of Chicago, will give an en-
tertainment the everting of Wednes-
day. March az, at the 1Vashington
!Ridding auditorium, and it promises
to be an excellent and well patron-
ized event. Professor Henry B.
Roney is at the head of the troupe.
nisch consists of five lads, three
It year old and two hardly 14 years,
but all finished artists with a varied
repertoire of much attraction. They
are totohnsr the country and appear
in costumes ranging from the white
sailor garb to the brilliant court ap-
parel of the Paths XV period. Sing-
ing and instrumental music are their
specialties
Charity Club Work.
/The Charity club yesterday at the
meeting with Mrs. George C Wal-
lace, of North Ninth street, decided
to maintain its work throughout the
slimmer in getting employment for
poor people and thereby pet dr
needy in position to obviate the
necessity of calling on the club for
help when cold weather comes next
PLACE WAS
NOT ROBBED
THOUGHT AT FIRST THAT
THIEVES HAD ENTERED
HARVICK'S SALOON.
Officers Clark and Sanders Surprise
Two Thieves Trying to Break
Into Ward's Saloon.
Yesterday morning it was reported
that thieves had broken into the
Harvick saloon on South Third be-
tween Broadway_ and Kentucky ave-
nue, bin developments showed this
was erroneous. Mr. Harick closed
the place Tuesday night, forgetting
and leaving his keys inside. The lock
caught and held the doors firm. Yes-
terday morning he had to get a car-
penter to prize open the front door
before he could get in, and at first he
thought the establishment had been
broken into, but finding his keys in-
side and remembering leaving them
the night before, surmises of bur-
glars were dispelled.
This Place Visited.
Officers Clark and Sanders discov-
erer' two men trying to break into
Jimmie Ward's saloon at Eleventh
and Caldwell streets early yesterday
morning. The would-be burglars
were surprised at detection by the
officers, who espied the crooks while
making a round of their beat. The
Fir of thieves. broke and ran
through the yard, thence up the
alley, escaping in the darkness.
Saf *blower's Case.
Chief Collins has wirfed to Mem-
phis to see 'if anything is known
there of Charles Kelkick, the man
detected at Denker's saloon. on
Eighth and Harris streets. Tuesday
moining by Officers Orr and Woods
who had a pitched battle with him.
The Memphis authorities know noth-
ing of the man's record.
ENTER SUIT TO RECOVER
Illoo,000 DAMAGES.
Lexington, Ky., March 13.—Snit to
recover $too,000 damages was tiled
last night in the Fayette circuit
i
court against James Hargis, Edward
Callahan and Elbert Hargis by T. P.
i
Cardwell, 'St., guardian for Edward
Cox, Lucie Cox and Brackie 1). Cox,
children of Dr. B. D. Cox, and in-
fants under 4 years at age. In the
petition it is alleged that the defend-
ants, James Hargis, Edward Calla-
han anti Elbe  rtHargis. conspired%sinter, together with each other and with
S $11




—Mr J 1.. Burradell. the 1.4
known clothier. }sae accepted a 
tion with the U. G Gullett clothing
house at 312 Broadway.
—.The basket factory in Mechanics-
burg tartsup today. after lying idle I
three months for repairs and install's;
tion of new machinery.
—Mr. and Mrs. I. L. Rudolph of
Rowlandtown have a new boy baby.
Thomas, the three-year-old son Of
Mr. and Mfrs. Thomas Hall, ctied
yesterday morning at It o'clock at
the Scott home on Fourth and Mon-
roe, and was buried at Oak Grove
cemetery in the afternoon.
—The N., C. & St. L. railroad now
has a river front track running from
Norton up to Island creek, and has
closed a deal for property whereby
the road will build a trestlesiacross
Island creek and touch the new glass
ANOTHER CARRIER.factory and other industries its Me-
chanicsburg.
—President Robert I. Reeves. of Natural Growth of Paducah De-
the First National bank, has returned mends Another Mail Carrier.
from St. Louis, where he directed
Word from the postoffice depart-
went yesterday at Washington, D.
C. ,was to the effect that April t
the Paducah postoffice would be al-
fewed another mail carrier, which
will make thirteen in all. The terri-
tory covered now by all the carriers
will remain the same as a whole, but
the routes covered by each individual
at present will be made slmrter. so
_ ,aw route cci be made for the
- 
lextra man. This will lessen the
Credulity stands :la wonderet duties of the twelve now working.
faith starts out and works. Mr. Richard Foster will be the new
carrier, he being the first on the list
of substitutes.
John Smith. John Abner and Asbury
Spier and others whose names are
not known, to murder B. D. Cox. It
Is further alleged that the Hargises
and Callahan and their associates did
on April 13. 1902. murder Cox.
SCALE OF WAGES.
Different Unions Now Presenting
New Scales to the Employers.
,/The different union, of the city
itie framing their scale of wages
they want the *contractors and cal'
ployere to pay them for the year be-
ginning March 31 The carpenters
now get 33 cents per hour for a ten
hour day, and their .new scale asks
for an cents per hour. The contract-
ore are considering it. The electri-
pal workers have asked for the samescale 23 last year, $3 per day for
foreman and $2.75 per day for Tine-
en. The painters now get 35 cents
fl honr. hut want ao cents an hour
after March 31.
Condt:ct is crystallized character.
Work for your fellows is worship
of your Father.
No. institution makes itself sacred





REV. VENTA PREACHES THIS
EVENING IN ENGLISH
TONGUE.
Willing Workers of Evangelical
Church Meet; With Mrs. Rosa
Kolb—Other Congregations,
Rev. Benta, of St. Louis, will
preach this evening at 7:30 o'clock,
holding Lenten services' at the Ger-
man Lutheran church on South
Fourth street. His theme will be
delivered in the English language,
/he tonic being "Christ is Led As a
Lamb to Slaughter, and Openeth Not
His Mouth."
Willing Workers.
The Willing Workers- society of
the German Evangelical church of
Sooth Fifth street will meet this
afternoon with Mrs. Rosa Kolb, of
1305 Broad street.
Mothers' Gathering.
The Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union will hold a mothers'
meeting this afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the residence of Mrs. Emma
Byrd. of 1013 Trimble street, instead
of at the Firat Baptist church lec-
ture room, as originally announced.
Mrs. Pearl Norvell will preside over
the gathering. _t
Broadway Delegates.
The Broadway Methodist church
Home Mission society. has selected
the following as its representatives
to the annual meeting. of the Home
Mission societies' delegates here
March 26-29 at Trimble street Meth-
odist church. Mrs. J. K. Greer,
delegate: Mrs. E. R. Ctinnigham. al-
ternate: Mrs. Charles Johrtson. plat-
form conetesies: Mrs. F. M. Mc-
Glathery. member of information
bereatt.
Assigned to Charge.
Rev. Father Anton O'Sullivan has
been assigned temporarily to the
Sacred Heart church at Iftckmait.
Ky., by Right Reverend Bishop Mc-
Closkey, of Kentucky, who trans-
it:red to Leitshfield, Ky., Rev.
Father Minch, who had been in
charge of the Hickman church. Rev.
hasher O'Sulkiv-an'e headquarters
e-ere in Paducah, but for the past
year he has been looking after the
country charges in Livingston. this
county, and others nearby.
PET DOG SAVES KANSAS
GIRL FROM BODILY HARM
[1 The army of Honduras has takes
' position facing the Nicaraguan fron-
tier and is deployed in a line includ-
ing five principal divisions, each oc-
cupying a town or important road,
President Bonilla is in command at
one end of the line, Choltateca, where
he has nearly 5.000 MCP.
Nicaragua's line of battle has beets
pushed forward pass the frontier and
into Honduras territory. It has oc-
cupied the towns of San Nfarieos
Colon. Trienio and Namasique. With-
in the last two days, however, the
drivels
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-




For Sale only at.
BACON'S
MUG STORE
nrulanNITI ftlInfuln.nn arm WW1.. LA litft
EXCURSION
TO ST. LOUIS—March 21
Via Illinois Central
Round Trip---$3.00
A special train leaves Paducah at
II:oo a. m., arrives St. Louis 2:30 p.
in. Hit
Tickets good returning on all tra•ts
up to and including Monday, March
25th, 1937. No baggage will be
checked on these tickets, nor will
they be good on sleeping cars.
For further particulars, apply ta
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent
City Ticket Office
R. M. PRATHER, T. A.
Union Depot
_
CONDUCTS WAR IN AN AUTO
President Bonilla of Honduras Gem
to Front in Motor Car.
blir.creant Seizes Woman, and is
Frightened Off By Faithful
Little Animal.
Kansas, Ill., March I3.--sMiss Leila
Wiley. a popular young woman of
this place. had a terrifying experience
at her Esome. She was entertaining
some friends when a knock sum-
mcned her to the rear door pf the
dwelling. and opening it she was
grasped by some miscreant who tried
to drag her out into the yard. She
was so overcome with fright as to be
unable to make any outcry. bet
grasped the door casing, while a pet
clog. which accampanied her, at-
tacked the niari and caused hint to
take to his heels. The alarm was
speedily itlVitfl and pursuit taken tip.
but the scoundrel had a good start
:did succeeded in making his escape.
It, takes the has(' line of two
worlds to et a cor7ect elevation on
any life.
Puerto Cortez. Honduris, March
9. via New Orleans, La. March 13.—
President Bonilla of Honduras is
conducting operations at the front
with the aid of an automobile. Al-
though his troops are two days'
march from Tegucigalpa. the corn-'
mantles- is able to reach the arnie
in a few hours.
N k a r ••I IOSt3 were
bacb from Naller.ique.
Iles.-n cannot hear the prayer for
the poor that has no effect on my
store.
•
The most heavenly pictures seen osi
earth are • men and women doing
common hiving kindness.
Life always is a dull grind to the
I man who thinks only of his own grist.
TOMORROW IS OUR
OPENING
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NICE DIS-
PLAY OF PATTERN HATS THAT WILL
PLEASE YOU. BE SURE TO CALL, SEE
AND GET PRICES ON THEM.
MARCH 15 a 16 IS OUR OPENING DAY
MRS. CHAPPIN
At. Eley Dry Goods Co. 216 BROADWAY
•
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer ing.ime andrementZAgent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement/
"I& KING:OnCEMENT"
H. M. CU. NNINGHAM
Phones! Old 960,tNew12457
'
.Thirteenth and Adams Street
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee






Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procur
e
the same odor from us. 
You'll
say there is a great 
difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy 
perfumes.
We know how to store 
per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledg
e
of these requisites is what en
-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since









ause it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, stud
holes match. .•
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken
tucks Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
••••••••••••
 ••••••••••,
Ube Battle Between the financial Giants,
Dill and Darriman, Deepens Daily
Richard J. Beamish, of New York,
writing in the Philadelphia North
American, says:
With the cunning and indirection of
foxes, the Ilarriman interests arc
preparing to aid the Philadelphia
committee of Northern Pacific stock-
holders in the approaching and inev-
itable investigation of the Hill-Mor-
gan reorganization of that road.
Reaenge is the reason back of The
purpose. Hill and Morgan, by what
the Harrill-ran side has stigmatized as
double-dealing, treachery and chicane,
plucked more than a score of mil-
lions from the iron fist of the beetle-
browed Harriman. Now it is their
turn to pay the piper in the NVhite
House for the dance that is about -to
begin to the merry rapping of the
big stick.
Itarriman's revenge is relentless.
He and his associates scout as ridic-
ulous the stories of reconciliation
with Hill and Morgan that have been
Malin-est by the Hill-Morgan clique,
and which have been published here
and in Philadelphia.
Practical evidence of Harriman's
enmity is found in the tremendous
pounding the Hill stocks have re-
ceived. Within the last four months
the depreciation in Northern Pacific
shares amotuns to $10000,000 and in
"Jim HiJI's Pocket-piece," the Great
Northern railway, the depreciation
has retched the appalling total of
$ano,000,000.
Hill and Morgan have fought like
madmen to turn the tide, but Harri-
man has sprung mine after mine, un-
til the magtificent nerve of Hill and
the iron resolution of Morgan are
said to be near the breaking point.
Or •Harriman and 'his friends believe
that the Hill combination inspired
and supplied material for the investi-
gation oi Ilarriman's operations, and
that belief adds to the swollen total
of the bill which Hill and Morgan
wil be asked to settle.
The North American's exclusive
publication of the fact that the Phil-
adelphia stockholders will appeal to
President Roosevelt to cause an in-
vestigation of the Hill-Morgan deal
gave the Harriman crowd its notice
to make ready. Harriman himself
has just arisen from the hot grid-
iron of official inquiry, and as he
contemplates his grill-marks in a
spirit far removed front the St. Lau-
rence of old, be looks over at his an-
dent enemies with a grin that is
clearly anticipatory of the call:
"Next!" •
It is certain that Harriman will not
hesitate to tell all he knows concern-
ing the Hill-Morgan reorganization
of the Northern Pacific when the
court of inquiry shall call him to the
stand..
The feud dates back seven years
and every day since its beginning has
added to its bitterness.
Early in Toon Harriman and his as-
- aociaten in the L;nion Pacific railroad
entered upon a campaign to obtain
control of the Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy railroad with it' 8,000 miles
of trackage. For weeks the efforts
were made secretly by scattered buy-
ing orders that were executed in
many cities, whtever a, share wac to
be bad.
The program could not be com-
pleted Isecatiae it wag made known too
anon, and certain hi ir financial inter-
ests. chief among which was the Hill
• enrowardQ. c osrfroaclked a na d  majority of .the C.n For the Round Trip •
S 8 • 0 U Tennessee river & rotor 
preventedkt it from
getting 'into the ITICIT




NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS (HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA r : ,
1926 irwiT. Day and Night
• ...atatogue school
It Is a trip of pleasure, comfoO
and rest; good service, good tabi
good roams, etc. Boats leave eat.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas




Round Trip t- EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, C-): tinuous Passage, 400;
Unlimited Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth includ •• • .1
alasse.wwwas ClITSVITIF
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, ;2.5o each, 
without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good mu. i on all the boats... 
For
further particulars see
B. A. FOV -ER, Gen. Pau. Agent
or GIVEN FC•WLER, City 
Past,
Agent. Phone 33.
Whsa is said :a be the greatest drug
;ore in the world exists in 
Moscow,
and is 203 years old. Since 2893 it 
has
been in the family of the present 
pro-
prietor. It is a building of 
imposing
dimensions, with many department3,
incltiding one for the professional cdu
cation of the staff, which n
umbers
700 ptrsona. They make up 
about
woe sessesa &ay ,••••••••••
This time the secret was kept bet-
ter than it had been in the former
fight for control of the Burlington.
At the end of the most sensational.
nerve-racking battle that Wall street
had ever known, he emerged with
$78,000,000 of the $155,000,000 of the
NI:inherit Pacific's capital stock, or a'
clear majority. •
The memory of that fight is still
fresh in the memories of many. In
its closing stages, when a few shares
would decide the mastery, the street
was thrown into a panic, the effects
of which lingered for months.
Within a few weeks Northern Pa-
cific shares, Which had been selling
for $loo a share, were forced up by
the fierce demand for them to the
momentary record-breaking limit of
$t,000 a share.
The day after the final struggle.
when a count of shares showed the
defeat of the Hill-Morgan forces, Mr.
Harriman announced that the North-
ern Pacific's board of directors would
be reorganized at the next annual
meeting, and that he (Harriman)
would do the reorganizing.
Then came an exhibition of finesse
that must be credited to Morgan, the
plotter, rather than to Hill, the fight-
er. It was pointed out to Harriman
by Morgan that by a resolution pass•
ed by the Northern Pacific board of
directors in two shares of preferred
stock in the road could be retired ,113
the first day of January up to the
year 1017 by the payment of cash to
the value of the shares. Announce-
min was math, that the Hill-Morgan
interests proposed to take advantage
of that privilege for the purpose of
retiring a great block of Harriman',
preferred stock.
Harriman, infuriated, saw his hard-
won control passing away. While he
held Pfk000,000 of the road's capital
stock of $t55,00moou, more than half
of his holdings were in preferred
shares. and by the application of :he
Morgan tesolution, the Hill holdings
of $41.000,000 in common stock would
really control the road.
The Securities Scandal. •
Harriman declared he would renew
the tight in the stock market, and
would also tight against the applica-
tion of the resolution by all the legal
resources at his command. It was
then, with a Titanic struggle *pend-
ing, that the Northern Securities
scheme was born.
As conceived by J Pierpont Mor-
gan, ilo was to be a holding company
for both Northern Pacific and Great
Northern stock. It was to settle once
and for all the Hill-Harriman feud.'
Only $.1o.csoo in cash was paid in
when the huge capitalization of UM,-
ano.ono was made. Northern Pacific
shares of the par value of $too were
accepted at the rating of $115, and
Sitio was paid for each $too share of
Great Northern.
The total capitalization was
oon.000 in excesa of the par alue of
both roads, an example of stock wa-
tering that caused even hard-ned
In January of toot the Hill-Morgan
clique made its try for control of the
covetedC, B. & Q., and, after a stren-
uous struggle. succeeded. It was in
the thick of that tight that come one
representing the Union Pacific—some
say Edward IL liariman himself—
went to James J. Hill and asked that
the Union Pacific he declared in on
the control of the C.. B. & Q., which
was being acquired for Hill's roads.
the Northern Pacific and the Great
Northern.
It is related that "Bluff Jim" Hill
onalifisd for his title in that interview
by sxploeling _a ton of verbal dyna-
mite to accompany his refusal.
Harriman pocketed the defeat and
the hard words that went with it.
and from that moment devoted his
wonderful powers of concentration
and of manipidation to the tack of
aatting square. From. that encounter
dates the beginning of the rancor
that ia about So find fruit in one of
the most astounding stories of stook
watering the world has ever hearer.
By the terms of the Hill purchase,
-every $roo-share of Chicago. Burling-
ton and Quincy stock was purchased
for $200 To pay for this purchase
bonds to the par valne of $soossoo,00n
were issned and new shares of the
Chicago, Ilmlington & Quincy were
pledged as the secnritics for these
bonds. The shareholders in the Hill
road* voted acceptance of these con-
ditions in April. toot.
To 00o of t.ocx) men that reverse
would have besiten a man in Harri-
man's position, but it didn't beat Har-
riman. TTe 'had just commenced to
foslit Before the echoes of the bat-
tle had ceased the "little giant of
Whll street" was reaching out for
control of Hill's own road, the North-
ern Pacific.
Wall street to gasp.
WALKS 350 MILES ON SNOW.
Copper Country Pioneer Makes Trip
With Mercury ao Below.
Hancock, Mich., March 13.—In the
Michigan copper district for sixty-
two years, John Senter, now living in
the village of Houghton, is believed
to be the oldest living settler in the
Lake Superior district.
He is certainly the only man in
upper Michigan who has been locat-
ed in the region since 1845. It was
in the late summer of that year that
MT. Senter reached Eagle River, at
that time the principal town and the
cottnty seat of Houghton county,
then comprising what is now Hough-
ton, Keweenaw, Ontonagon and Ba-
raga ccunties and Isle Royale, Lake
Superior.
Mr. Senter came to Northern Mich.
igan as a draftsman. The trip tip
the lakes from Chicago was made a•
a passenger on the initial voyage of
the screw propelled Independence
the first steam vessel to ply the W -
ters of Lake Superior, which it reach-
ed after being portaged around St.
Mary's river for nearly a mile.
A relic brought to Eagle river by
Senter and still in 'his possession
was a desk carried front the north
of Ireland by his ancestors over 200
yeas ago. • The desk was used con-
stantly by him throughout his busi-
ness career of over half a century on
Lake Superior.
Five times in the early days. when
with the close of the season of navi-
gation in the fall Lake Superior wa%
cut off front civilization until spring.
Mr. Senter made the journey on
snowshoes through the unbroken for-
ests between the extrentity of Ke-
weenaw point and Green Bay or to
points b:yond that northern Wiscon-
sin town.
A certain important strike of copper
in a Keweenaw mine greatly enhanc-
ed the salute of the property. but the
discovery ma% made in midwinter and
there was apparently no means .of
getting the news to the east except
by the mails, then carried to Green
Bay on sleds drawn by dogs
A trip to the neare.st telegraph
station, then at Appleton. Wis was
hastily decided on. Clad in macki-
naws and furs with a stout pair of
Chippewa snowshoes strapped to his
moccasins., with compass. gun, match -
e' and a slender store of provisions,
Mr. Senter set forth on his iso-mile
jaunt in the dead of winter over four
feet of snow, a ith the thermometer
hosering about the freezing point of
the mercury. which 's at ao degree:
below zero. The trip was made in
safety in leas than two week..
Baldness.
Collier's NVeekly in its current
sue', commenting flippantly, and rafhi
er irreverently, upon Dr. Delos L
Parker's declaration that baldnes-
can be cured by deep breathing. bald-
ly says:
"Joshua 
Ifow the president got after the 
bade the sun stand stil 
Northern securities company with a and the day-star. taken aback by the
big stick, and. through Attorney Gen-
abrupt order, hesitated. Moses bade
t.he Red Sea step aside for the Israel-
is 
Knox. procured its dissolution,
um and that body of water complieda story so recent that it need not
be retold. But it is necessary to re-
without hesitation. But there is a
member that in the stock distribution 
region where the rod of the prophet
w
that followed the dissolution of the 
as ever as impotent as the crucible
of the scientist. Elijah perfected
atrial navigation, but he had no con-
trol over the top of his head. Ile
was bald. He could not make two
hairs flourish where one had grown
before. Ointments. tinguent:. tonics
iritatita, were alike useless to start
the underbrush to sprouting noon the
prophet's deforested 'head. If DT
Delos I.. Parker had lived in those
days it would have been different."
Evidently the editor of Collier':
has confused in his mind the person-
alities of Elijah and Elisha. We re-
call swathing in the Scriptures to sus-
tain the statement that Elijah was
bald, but we have presumptive evi
dence conaerning the bal-dneas of his
successor in the :recorded fact that
as Elisha.went tip from Bethel sornt•
naiscbevions children mocked hjrn
and said, "Go up. thou bald-head,"
for which indign;ty forty and two of
them were torn by she bears.—Nash-
vine Banner.
huge comhin-e Harriman was depriv-
ed of control of the Northern Pacific.
The shuffle that was worked upon
him was that atitheirized by the Mor-
gan reaolution. Sufficient of the pre-
ferred stock held by Harriman was
retired and paid for in cash to en-
able Hill and his aseociates to con-
trol the road through their holdings
of common stock.
By this deal Harriman's preferred
stock was bought with money raised
by a new issue of Northern Pacific
bonds, and the value of these bonds
was guaranteed by an issue of com-
mon stock, and the total capitaliza-
tion was kept at the level where it
was before Harriman was relieved of
his preferrF,c1 stock.
Harriman Loses Again.
Harriman made a hitter fight to re-
tain his st-ick. with Guthrie. Cravath
dr Henderson, of this city, as his
chief counsel, but it was unavailing,
and he came out of the melee with a
sackful of cash he didn't want, and
with -only a one-fourth interest in
the. Northern Pacific and a one-fourth
interest in the Great Northern road
for all his taouble. He had been coin-
pelled to take Great Northern stock
in lieu of a large quantity of his
Northern Pacific holdings.
That is why Harriman sees red
and why his lips go dry with hate
when the names of Hill and Morgan
are mentioned within his presence.
That is why he and his army of law-
and stock brokers and fellow-cap-
italists are ready to go the limit to
help the ,Philadelphia committee
representing $4,000.000 of Northern
Pacific' stock that Hill-sod Morgan
have discredited and have rendered
almost valtielesa.
Edwin F. Frissell, in charge of
bridge building for the Boston &
Maine railroad, has lived on a rail-
road car for twenty years.
There is no love without 'duty.
Writing by Sound.
The young French stenographer,
whose progress in English had not
kept pace with her proficiency in
shorthand, was- puzzling over some
notes she had taken of a recitation at
a public .entertainment.
As she transcribed them the reci-
tation began like this:
"La fanthi wurlaf awiedheu.
Qui panju oui pelonet"
"That's easy," said the expert to
whom she submitted the notes. "It
is •a part of a poem that begins:
"'Laugh and the world laughs with
you: weep and you weep alone.'"—
Chicago Tribune.
POINTED PARAGRAPHg.
Go s'ow—and the other fellow may
Twat you to it.
A man's greatest success in life is
usually unexpected.
Some Men would have more if their
friends would pay tip.
Excessive politeness seldom has
anything in common; with the truth.
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful FramedLPicture
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-a by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers, If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and hat two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No. to, "The
Spring Girl" No. ii, or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary




amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than so cents. The best recommends.
lion that we can give them is to 11114
that if you are not thoroughly satis.
fled with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic.
lure to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC.
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a &liven
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE.
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi.
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fasted
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $2.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or hanif
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. AL-
dress all orders to the St. Louis Re-
public, St. Louis, Mo.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCEi
Accident, LitedLiability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.







Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Cotivenience of our pat rons and the citizens of Pederrela. wi
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below fa the mom
ing Register office at sa3 Broadwa y, where the public is invited te cal
when desiring the address of any r esident of the cities named.
THE san CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITIM
STATE&






































































Register Office, 523 Broadway
ArtisallAtalt.1
66 NUBLACK"



































physician Says De Can tell
Che Weight Of a Soul
Chicago, March 13.—Chicago med
i-
cal men are loath to believe 
that
the soul possesses material 
weight
as Dr. Duncan MacDougall of 
Haver-
hill, Mass., claims to have pro
ved.
.With one accord they insist t
here is
no foundation for the statemen
t of
the eastern investigators, and 
unless
they are presented with more 
con-
clusive evidence than is given is She
newspaper dispatches they will re-
fuse to be convinced.
Theologian also are skptical as
to reliability of any experiment
s
which would show that the soul 
is
other than a purely spiritual bein
g.
.Whatevcr their individual ideas co
n-
cerning the soul, they unite in 
as-
setting that such a theory holdin
g
• tangible object definable 
under
material categories responsible 
for
life is untenable.
The startling discoveries 
claimed
to have been made by the 
eastern
physicians was an all-important t
opic
of conversation in medical and
 re-
ligious circles in Chicago yeste
rday
Those who would attach any 
cre-
dence to the Theories as pr
opoun-
ded were, however, extremely 
rare.
Moment of Death not Determined
Physicians who were seen were at
variance with Dr. Mac Douga! in
several points. They said that it 
is
Impossible to make accurate deduc-
tions as to the loss of weight of a
body after death due to physical
eause,, nisch as the loss of respira-
tory air, of moisture and of excre-
tions and secretions Another im-
portant point of difference u as that
tbey l'eld the exact moment at which
death occurs can not be determined,
many of the functions of the body
continuing in operation for some
time after breathing has ceased'.
Ministers of the city treated the
matter as a joke. Many of them,
however, did not believe that the ac-
ceptance of such a theory would
necessitate any radical change in re-
ligious beliefs, one clergyman, in
fact, saying that such an explana-
tion would supply much that hos
been lacking and prove a great aid
to the cause of Christianity,
Alienist Admits He's Puzzled.
Dr. Moyer said the idea coukb not
be considered seriously.
"It is absolutely imponsible to
know just when a person dies," he
went on. "Ordinarily people think
a person dies when he stops breath-
ing. The heart, however, sometimes
continues to beat for twenty min-
utes. Even then there are functions
which have not ceased to act, such
as the liver. The hair and the nals
also continue to grow until the body
is cold.
"So far as I know it is not pos-
sible to determine just how much
weight would be last after death
through natural causes. If Dr. Mac-
Dougall was able to sto this it was
through methods of his own dis-
covery"
Dr. Nicholas Senn expressed his
belief that Dr. NfacDougall's theo-
ries are unfounded, lie also criti-
cised the eastern man for placing
dying persons on a scale.
"I do not believe that the soul has
any weight ohatever." he said. "It
—.—mmtiowee
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
•
The Pennies, Nickels, Dios and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAYE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEAR
N
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WI
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Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
GLOBE BANK at TRUST 'CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus  $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cas
hier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. 139o.
FREE
•
From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
ALL OF suinii-e
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Bun Published. FREE
The P:vening rota has for several years .-,rieseored to secure pictorcs of all lootacky
tkreernots und has at last succeeded in sec..aing them through the assiscance of the Ken-
tucky State Historical Society. •
In oil% r to place these pictures in a permanent form, they have been 'nuisance in a
croup is an rp-ts.data Atlas showing. Kentucky with the latest census, pactUres of
all the preshlenui of the United States, knIers and Flags of nil nations. steamip rowes.
statistical data, history of the Russo-japan War. also late moped the United states, Pan-
ama Canal, /*astern sod Western Hemisphere, reports of tItt last three national census
and much (Cher historical information.
This uniqoa and valuable Atlas is FRBB I* ALL EVOKING POOP SUBSC.RIBER.5.
It not now a subscriber send .11 oo for a full year's subscription ),1, mail or $2 no for sit
month's subscription. Understand that these rote* ore I ;,• T tail only and that the sot--
tic:lotion trice hy carrier or agencis to cents per week.
The Peening Post publishes six oetssore editions daily sad the latest edition ts sent to
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.
The Evening Post is first in everything and has the utott State news and best
minket reports.
For all the people and against the grafter.
Independent always.
For the Ilona,
is a spirit and not a material thing.
It is in the body and operate
s
through the body, but it has no sub
-
stance. It is difficult to tell ho
w
much weight a body looses a
fter
death through physical causes. Ev
ap-
oration of various fluids of the 
body
takes place And there comes a 
less-
ening of weight whic'h varies 
accord-
ing to the person. The body 
loses JUDGE REE
D GOES
weight just as a flower does 
when MORNI
NG FOR
it fades and it would be just as 
plaus-
ible to declare that part of the 
weight
lost by a flower is due to the dep
art-
ing soul. We shall never know 
what
life is any more than we shall 
ever
know just what life is in a plant
.
"These experiments are not to 
the
credit of the medical profession
 at
all. It might be all right to we
igh
animals as they are dying, but the
death of persons should be respec
ted.
There are many more useful f
ields
to which the genius of p
hysicians
might be applied."
"It is .absolutely silly,' asserted
Dr. Ed+Vii J. Kuh.
Dr. W. A. Evans, Dr. Archiba
ld
church and Do Hugh T. Pat
rick
were others who were skeptical a
s to
the reasonableness of the idea.
Preachers, Too, Are Skeptical.
"Even if true it viould not c
ount
for or against the religions 
faith,"
said Dr. J. L. Jackson, of the
 Hyde
Park Baptist church. "I have a
 se-
rious doubt as to whether any
-one
has ever 'been able to get an
y such
results, however."
"It doesn't -seem to have any 
sub-
stantial basis of fact," said Dr. 
D.
F. Fox, pastor of the Californi
a ave-
nue Congregational church. 
"We
weigh and measure and account 
for
things material, but we cannot do th
e
same uith things spiritual."
"A very foolish thing." conwne
nted
M. Ms. Mangasarian of the S
ociety
for Ethical culture. "The soul is 
the
whole man, his senaes and his 
feel-
ings. The totality of man is soul 
and
it ha. never been pfOred to the con
-
trary."
-1 have known of souls b
eing
weighed in the balance* and foun
d
wanting," 'aid Dr. W. A Bartlett of
the First Congregational church. "
The
soul is the heav'est part of man's e
x-
istence and the majority of people are
neglecting it."
Dr. James S. StrIne. pastor of St.
James' Episcopal church, characteriz-
ed the theory as nonsense.
"I am very glad to think that some
people's souls can be vieighed." he
added.
Dr. T. X. Mande. a spirittiali.t,
was indignant that %itch an idea
should be proposed.
"The spirit body of ohiat the soul
is a part has no tangible weight ac-
cording to our sense of weight," he
'aid.
Esanoon theologians anti phonic-
ians were vastly interested in the
story of the sool-weighing experi-
ment S.
"I have been trying to determine
since f read she article whether it 
is
all a gigantic hoax on the public tor
whether the eloctiirs take themsel
ves
seriously." said Rev. F. S Rockwell.
pastor of the Evanston Emmanuel
Methodist church. •"11 have come to
rhe conclunion that they are serious
in their idea. but that the joke is on
*hewn. If such a thing as the weigh-
ing of a soul hu possible and they
have discovered it science will be do-
ing inswe for the church than it has
ever succeeded in' doing in the past.
"Just think for a motntait what it
would mean if it was possible to lo-
rate the send and to know without
any scientific or spiritnal doubt that
it had left the body bound heaven-
ward or otherwise. according to the
life it had led upon this earth. Our
task of redsoming the world would
then he (Av. A large number of the
sinners on this earth are such be-
cattse they do not sufficiently believe
in the hereafter promised them by
Chrint If they could find thin soul
and know of ifs departure when
their frhnds or dear ones die no pos-
sible doubt of a hereafter could ex-
ist in their minds." .
Would Revolutionize Religion.
"If the existence of a soul could
he proved anti weighed, as is claimed
by these Eastern physicians, it would
mean the titter revolutionizing of re-
ligion," said Rev. George Craig Stew-
art, rector of St. Luke's Episcopal
church in Evanston. "I believe these
men are •nerients in their experiments.
but they are simply speculating when
they claim it is possible to vioirat
the soul. It is an impossibility. The
soul is -spiritual. not corporeal, and
does not depend upon space for ex-
istence.
"As far as space and weight is con-
cerned, the hierarchy of heaven could
be resting upon the tip of rny finger
at this moment and I not feel any
weight.. The angels. who are the ern-
bodirneat of intelligence, do not
weigh one iota, nor do flirty depend
I upon space for existence.
"These men are physicians, not
metaphysicians. T would advise them
to 'study metaphysics Wore they try
find and confine the told to any
given space in the corporeal body.
"The Christian religion teaches
that the soul is not of earth but of
Giol. The idea of a 'soul that in com-
posed of a solid substance la in op-
position to the fundamental princi-
nles of religion. The teachings of








This Proved the Dullest Session of
Court He Has Had at That
Village for Years.
Court %sill be brought to a close
today at B,enton by _Judage W. M.
Reed, who goes there this morning
for that purpose. Ile will dismiss'
the grand jury, which has about fin-
ished investigating the different mat-
ters brought before it. Ile let the
petit jurors go last Friday, there
being no cases for them to try.
This was the dullest lerm of court
the judge has had at Benton for sev-
eral years, as not a prisoner was in
the county jail awaiting trial when he
opened the term the first elf last week
while there was only one party out
on bond. lie empanneled the petit
jury and quickly oiled the minor in-
dictments returned by the grand jury
and also disposed of those jury civil
C2c.e,. brought up for consideration.
After dismissing _the petit jury the
judge let the grand jurors remain in
session, but will adjourn them today
and bringing court to a close return
here to remaio. This will give him
ten days' rest before he opens here
the criminal term that is convened
one week from next Monday for a
three weeks' Session.
TELLS THIEF WHERE CASH IS
Woman Unintentionally Gives Secret
Away and He Gets Eight Dollars.
Marion. Ind. March t3 —Mrs A.
E McCauce of this city when she re-
turned to her home yesterday eve-
ning unintentionally told a burglar
where he could find her money and
the burglar got it before a policeman
arrived. The burglar, was in a bed-
room and Me'. McCauce coming into
the home and seeing that a thief had
been there exclaimed: "1 wonder if
he found my money in the pantry?"
Then she went to call a policeman.
When he returned the pantry, which
on her first visit was orderly, was in
a topsy-turvy condition. The thief.





Nicaraguans Said to Have Been De-
feated Near Sapoa—Many
Killed.
Panama. Mardi to- Mail ails ices
from a reliable source, in Costa•Ric!
.et forth that last Saturday General
Foniliaao Chamorro. by birth a Nica-
r iguan, but who is fighting with Hon
tiaras. invaded .Nicaraguan territory
with a numerous force and attacked
the Nicaraguan division under (sttl-
era! Saenz Zelaya.
1 he Nicaraguans were defeated
and lost a number f ri men, atoong the
killed being General Zelaya himself
and Colonel Caracas. General Ze-
lsya was at one
minister of war.
***sea*** lkitemaasaseataate B. F. Sears
* TWO PRESIDENTS GIVE 4





President Roosevelt, before the
Harvard Union cit Saturday, Febru-
ary 24, defended football. Among
his striking statements he said:
I emphatically disbelieve in seeing
Harvard or any other college turn
out molly-coddles.
I do not in the least object to a
sport because it is rough.
It is to my mind simple nonsense,
a confession of weakness, to desire
to abolish a game because tenden-
cies show themselves which prove
the game ought to be reformed.
We cannot afford to turn out of
college men who shrink from physi-
cal effort or front a little physical
pain.
The good citizen needs physical
courage as well as moral courage.
Athletics, especially in their rough-
er forms, tend ot develop such cour-
age.
President Eliot's Idea.
President Eliot, in his annual re-
port to the Harvard Board of Over-
owls maintains football is an unde-
sirable game for gentlemen. Among
the points he makes arc:
It is properly described by the ad-
jective "fierce"— term commonly ap-
plied to the game by its advocates.
It therefore. remains an undesirable
game for gentlemen to play or mul-
titudes to watch.
An extreme recklen-nesn remains a
grave objection to the game of foot-
ball, and it also makes basketball and
hockey undesirable.
The gross exaggeration of all com-
petitive sports is now working incal-
culable harm to schools, colleges and
universities.
Continuous, pumped cheering dur-
ing good and bad ball playing alike
in absolutely unnatural and has no
counterparts in the contest; of real
lift.
Optimism in Missouri.
A Mi•nfori poltocian tells a story
of Western optimism, says the New
York Tribune.
There had been a tIreadlitl distal in
Mis•ouri. One old fellow, who bad
lost nearly everything he 1)05etveil,
Was sitting on the roof of his house
an it floated along. Ifs was gasing
pensively out over the waters whin
a man in a boat approached.
e "Hello, Bill."
"Hello, Sam."
"All your fowls washed away. Bill?'
"Yeo but the ducks can swim." re-
plied the old man, with a faint smile.
"Peach trees gone too, eh?"
"Well, they said the crop would
he 3 failure, anyhow."
"I see the flood's way above your
windows."
"That's all right, Sam. Them. win-
ders needed .washing'. anyhois "
The Irishman and the Mule.
Gen. Phil Sheridan %ac once ask-
ed at what little incident did he laugh
the most.
"Weil.' he said. "I do not know,
but I always laugh when I think of
the Irishman and tit, army mule. I
was riding down the line one day
when I saw an Irishman mounted on
a mole which was kicking its legs'
rather freely. The mule ,finally got
his hoof caught in the stirrup. when
in the excitement. the Irishman re-
marked:
time Nicaraguan hegorm if you're goin' to
irk on git off!"—Tfarrier's Week-
1„be engagement took place near ly.
ssaoa, a little town in NIcargite.
;Site to the Costa Rican frontier. A
number of Nicaroguan troops fleeing
(rani the engagement came as far as
1 iberia. Costa Rica. They arc with-
ut arms.
General Charnoro Walt one of the
leaders of the 190s revolntion
against the president of Nicaragua.
Jose Zantos • Zelaya. This uprising
is known as the "Lake War."
JAF WAR SURE BY 1912,
SAYS EXPERT MAXIM
Smokeless Powder Inventor Declares
Trade Clash Will Force Fight
With Uncle Sam. •
Washington. March 3.—"Within
five years we shall have war with
Japan," 'is the prediction of Hudson
Maxima, of New York, one of the
world's greatest inventors of muni-
tiosa of war. Maxim is on his way
to Indian '1 lead, whe:e • tests of
smokeless powder invented by him
are being made.
"I measure my words when I make
the prediction." be continued. "Our
interests on the Pacific conflict, and
our wealth is alluring to the Japa-
moo who have gained their estimate
of the white race from the Russians.
‘Ve are totally unprepared for sucli
a struggle."
Maxim says she Japanese could
Lind 200,000 men on the Pacific coast
and get them as far as the Rockies
before they could be checked. He
says the United States ought to
spend $200,000,000 to eauip a fleet in
the Pacific as large as Japan's.
German, which is spoken by up-
wards of 75,000.000 people, ranks,
third in number among the four leafs"-
ing languages of Europe proper.
Fine Girl Baby.
Mr and Mrs. .arthiir C. Patterson.
of Aslanta, Ga . are the parents of a
fine girl baby, born yesterday morn-
ing at the lintel Craig. where Mrs:
Pattesson los Seen t'o' guest for sev-
eral weeks if Mrs. Katie Craig. Ms.
Patterson is the genial official for the
N.. C. & St. I.. at Atlanta, but form-
erly of -this city. and is receiving the
congratulations. Both the mother and
liikl are doing well.
SAGE CASH TO AID PUBLIC.
Financier's Widow Gives St escoo.000
to Improve Social Conditions.
Albany. N. Y.. March 13.—In a
statement made public today by her
cnansel, Henry W. De Forest. Mrs.
Russell Sage announces that she has
set asffle St0000sacio for the endow-
taent of the Sage Foundation, which
is to be incorporated hy an act of
the legislature for the purpose of 'im-
proving social and living conditions
of the United States.
A bill providing for the corpora-
tion has been introduced in the legis-
lature. Mrs. Sage says:
"I have set aside Stoomoo,000 for
the endowment of this foundation.
Its object is the improvement of so-
cial and living conditions in the
United. States. That means to that
end will 'includo research. publica-
tion, education. the -establishment
and maintenance of charitable and
broteyolent activities, agencies and
institutions. and the. aid of any such
activities, agencies and institutions
already established."
According to late figures 'the total
'number of industrial workers in Bel-
gian' was 1,2+55.000, of whieh 2oodho
were women.
County Work a :17k.::.1alty.







Practice in all the courts of th.
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1,2, 3 and 4, Register Build.
Int 523 1-2 Broadway.
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523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, :Ky.
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Hithest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sett martin&




The. regular first-class travel rate Tie who c
annot learn has ned to 
MOVING WAGON IN CONN
'BC-
in S22i2 i QtW Vets a wile, 
live,Oilke Eatittng root. LOWSVILLK. KY.
assas „„,
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About the second time you meet a








My lady has thick, wavy hair,
And chestnut-colored rich;
Though part is false, I do declare,
You can't tell which is switch.
• Becau,e the switch has grown as rich
As ever hail' could be;
And long it is and strong it is
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FOR SALE—Rubber tired buggy.
'Removable top. Almost new. Phone
400.
FOR RENT—Elegant eats, Sev
'nth and Broadway. Apply to B.
Scott.
.Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
Lashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
FOR SALE—Household goods at
North Seevnth street. Reasonable
7 rim. Ring old telephone No 287
For up-to-date cleaning and press.
sag garment, go to Solomon the Tail.
Cr, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones.
LOST—L:acic crocheted purse with
sraall coin purse, two keys and 1
change, reward if returned to 320 N.
Fifth street.
FOR SALE CHEAP—One roll-
sop desk and one medium sized
Mosier safe. Call at 524 Broadway,
room 110.
LOST—Ladies gold watch and fob
between Ninth and Clark and Elev-
enth and Tennessee. Return to 1020
Tennessee street.
NOTICE—Pfrties wanting dirt to
Ell lots call at. office or see foreman
i• n charge of work Twelfth and Broad-
way. Thos Bridges & Son, Con-
tractors.
FOR RENT—The house, 321 South
Seventh street, one door this side of
Dr. Reddick's residence. Possession
given April 1st Apply at Bieder-
man's store on Seventh street.
LOST—Diamond and pearl brooch
nn street between Fifth and Broad-
way and 8ts Jefferson street. Findef
return to Loeb & Bloom's office on
North Second street and receive lib-
eral reward.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men' between
ages of 18 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit hooks by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, Room 104, No.
524 Broadway—Old 'phone 534-4.-
ICICLE KILLS A MOTORMAN.
Falls to Trolley Car From Cliffs of
Niagara Gorge.
Niagara Falls. N. Y., March 13—
A huge icicle dropped from the
cliffs of the Niagara gorge to a trol-
ley car of the Gorge road this
afternoon as it- was passing the
whirlarool rapids. The motorman was
Dr. and Mrs. M. B. Nervy. of
Sioux City, Iowa. and Miss Nervy
were struck and badly bruised, and
S C. Eindsay and wife. of Pitts-
borg, were injured, the former hav-
ing his hand smashed. The injured
were taken to Prospect house.
Business Notice.
The business of the Williams
Bicycle company will be continued
by the Robert Williams estate at the
old stand, 126 North Fifth street.
Win. Kirchner of St Louis has ar-
rived and gone out as second clerk
on the steamer Joe Wheeler.
Trimble Street House Bargain.
_Six rooms, 50 foot lot, hydrant
water, good neighbors, car line,





THE WAY OUT BROADWAY
ORDINANCE TO BE BROUGHT
ERAL COUNCIL NEXT WEE
CURB AND GUTTER GOES D
LIMITS—BILL DRAFTED FO
MENTS, ALSO FOR GRADIN
SKATING PROHIBITED EN
If .,the general council adopts .the
ordinance to be brought in the coin-
ing week, next fall will see handsome
concrete sidewalks on both sits of...-
Broadway from the river front, clear
out to the end of the present brick
pavements at the West side of the
Illinois Central railroad hospital
grounds on West Broadway. The
ordinance provides for this and was
ordered drafted and brought in for
adoption by the odinance committee
during a meeting held by that general
council sub-body last Monday night.
At present the concrete walks go
from Firsd out to Ninth streets, while
in the ordinances adopted one month
ago for Broadway to be recon-
structed with brick or bitulithic from
Ninth to Eleventh, provision is made
for the concrete pavements to go
along both sides of the thoroughfare
between these two points. Last Mon-
day night the ordinance committee
ordered brought in for adoption next
week the bill providing that the con-
crete pavements shall continue on
out Broadway from Eleventh to in
front of the railroad hospital. This
measure will also stipulate that al-
though the pavements will end at the
hospital the concrete curb and gutter
shall continue on out Broadway to
the city limits, ten blocks beyond
Fountain avenue.
Everybody between the hospital
-ind the city limits is progressive
enough to have offerred the city free
of charge enough utound off the
residence lots for the pavements do
he put down, with exception of W.
F. Bradshaw who wants the muni-
c'pality to ray him for the strip
IN FOR ADOPTION BY GEN-
K FOR THIS PURPOSE, WHILE
OWN FROM HOSPITAL TO
R NINETEENTH STREET PAVE-
G SOUTH TENTH—ROLLER
TIRELY ON STREETS.
needed. Nothing free from him by
the city.
Although the ground between the
street gutter and the front yards is
outside the front fences of the homes
along West Broadway, it is private
property, belonging to the respective
property owners. It is a dirt side-
walk, and all agree to give up this
grottql, so the city can put down the
pavements, except Bradshaw.
The graveled street at each side
of the thoroughfare runs up to the
gutter and touches the private prop-
erty which ends there. The city can
go ahead and lay the curb and con-
crete gutter right on the line divid-
ing the graveled street and private
property. The ctty can then charge
the property owners up with the cost
of the curb and gutter, and wait un-
til the private property is gotten for
the pavements. The sidewalks from
Eleventh street out to the hospital
will be six feet wide.
Another ordinance the committee
Monday night ordered drafted for
adoption next week is one designat-
ing that Tenth Areet shall he grade'
and graveled from Husbands to
Elizabeth, while still another ordin-
ance calls for six foot concrete side-
walks on both s:de • of Nineteenth
between Broadway and the Old May-
field road.
Another (Irdinance ordered brought
in is the one to prevent anybody from
indulging in roller skating upon the
public streets or sidewalks. The
amount of fine to be imposed is left
blank for the entire general council
to decide on anyone skating on the
thoroughfares, not matter how young
or okl.
JACKSON FOUNDRY 'fflb MACHINE CO*
Heavy steam hammer forgings,
machinery and boilers repaired,struc-










ISow hlpfulnes:: and you reap hap-
linta.
F. M. TINSLEY GETS ABOUT
$6,500 FOR BREACH OF
CONTRACT.
Blood 8( Lawrence Would Not •Let
Him Take Timber From Land
After They Sold to Him.
By the appellate court at Frankfort
confirming the circuit court of Lyon
county, Judge Wm. Reed of this city
wins his big damage suit he filed
for J. Marion Tinsley of Kuttawa,
against the/Fidelity and Deposit com-
pany for $5,000. Colonel John K.
Hendrick was on the losing side. Al-
though the lower court judgment was
for $5.000, still by the appellate
tribunal confirmation the amount is
raised by ten per cent, according to
law, while the accrued interest corns
hined to that malcos the entire sum
Tinsley gets, $6.soo.
Tinsley contracted with Blood &
Lawrence for the- timber on some
land the two latter owned. After
selling to Tinsley. the two others
would not let him,come on the land
and take off the timber. Blood St
Lawrence got out an injunction and
prevented Tinsley- from chopping
down any of the ,trees within the
time that Tinsley had agreed to move
the timber. The time limit then ex-
pired, and Tinsley brought '51111
against Blood & Lawrence and the
deposit company which was ,on their
bond, getting judgment for $5.noo. on
the ground that he lost thousan
dollars in profits by Blood &
rence refusing to let him m
timber from the land so he could
re-sell it.
The case was tried several years
ago in the circuit court, and has
since been pending in the appellate
bench where Judge Reed at last gerc




Has moved to zos South Third.
Now open with new stand and
ready for business and would be
glad to see their friends.wiLLLA.rda
OBJECTIONS
TO WEDDING
JOHN KEATING AND ANNA
COMBS OF INDIANAPOLIS
WANT TO WED.
Telegrams Received Early This
Morning Direct That No License
Be Issued Them.
Doubtle-s a matrimonially inclined
couple is headed this way with object
of securing a marriage license. as
City Clerk Bailey this rriorning short-
ly after 12 o'clock received a tele-
gram from Mrs. Combs of Indiana-
polis. Ind., which stated "Don't issue
marriage license to John Keating and
Anna C. Combs.. Man not of age,
and other good reasons against mar-
riage. If parties call tell daughter to
return home."
The Indianapolis woman must
have though? the city clerk here is
sued wedding 'licenses, but he does
not, and had the telegram turned
over to County Clerk Hiram Smed-
ley, who is the one sought by the
marriageable people.
As yet the .couple has not turned
up so far as could be learned, if they
do it is hardly probable they can se-
cure the necessary documents, with



















•Be Early.• • •
We would suggest, sir, that you
select your Spring Suit early.
The choicest patterns are always
found at the opening of the sea-
son when stocks are unbroken.
It will soon be a case of resur-
recting something from the garret
or closet or coming out in a
Spring Suit. We have an al-
most unlimited variety of choice,
new, sylish and handsome gar-
















City Engineer L. A. Washington
1id s not return until Saturday fromv. tiag his father in Virginia.
.fr. Quincy Wallace, of the Rail-
way Carmen's union, left yesterday
for Jackson, Teno., to attend a con-
ference of union officials with the I.
C officers regarding this year's scale
, 1 wages. Mr. Wallace has been se-
cted as the Paducah delegate to the
imolai convention of Railway Car-
men, to be held September to, at
Chicago
Miss Miaggie Kan4ar of Evansville
has returned home, after visiting Mrs.
Ad Rasch of Ninth and Broadway.
Miss Anna Arnold of Dyersburg.
TArnn .• is visiting Miss Burnham of
North Seventh.
Messrs. Edward Tool and Henry
I.cake have returned from Mayfield
where they attended the circuit court
-ias witnesses in a case.
Mr. Roy Webb, formerly of this
city is here en route to his home in
Eastern Kentucky, after attending
the funeral at Cairo of his brother.
Kr. Edward Webb, who died of
blood poisoning last Saturday.
Mr. Robiou Johnson yesterday
went to Chattanooga, Tenn.,. to lo-
cat e.
Mrs. Lark Bradley of Clarksville,
Xenn., is visiting here.
Mrs. J. A. Redding yesterday went
to Nashville to visit.
Mr. J. E. Baker has returned from
visiting his mother in Eddyville,
where his wife remained a few days
longer.
Mrs. J. W. O'Bryan has gonc to
New Orleans to join her husband
Ptid reside. MT. O'Bryan is the
superintendent of line and pole con-
struction for the Postal. Telegraph
company, has resided here for a
number of years, but is now super-
in.g work of this kind in the south
for the company.
Mr. John Atkins, the shoe drum-












Mt. Carmel, 10.1, rising
Nashville, 22.6, falling.
Pittsburg, 12.7, rising.
St. Louis, 15.3, rising.





The Towboat Hosmer was pulled
out on the marine ways yesterday
for repairs.
Mc. John Fernan of the towboat
Scotia is confined in the marine ward
of Riverside hospital with blood
poisoning, caused by hurting his leg
on the boat.
The Charles Turner goes to the
Cumberland river tomorrow for ties,
while the Birmingham has arrived
with a tow from the Tennessee.
The steamer City of Memphis got
out yesterday afternoon for the Ten-
nessee river. She comes back next
Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight and
stays here until ca o'clock .tatorday
siiternoon btfore getting away on
• her return trip that way.
The City of Saltillo passed up yes-
terday, bound from St Louis for the
Tennessee river She comes out
again next Sunday or Monday.
The Buttorff left for Nashville
yesterday and comes back today.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and departs at (mice
on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins got away for
Evansville yesterday and comes back
today.
The Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo at 8 o'clock this morning an
returns tonight &boat to o'clock
The Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
yesterday and reaches here Sunday
on her way down to Memphis.
The Peters Lee gets here today
bound up for Cincinnati.
The towboats Jim Duffy and Scotia
have gone to the Tennessee river
after ties.
The Harvester expects to get away
tomorrow for Pittsburg.
Just, Received
Mrs. Barton Harrison's New Book
Latter Day Sweethearts
During our Special Sale we will sell this at soc instead of $1.50.
This is Mrs. Harrison's Beat and Brightest Novel and can be had
only at our store. Remember our Special Book and Music Sale is
still on. Its a good thing for yen.
D. 
•,E.Wilsonmusi1151:k biaban
AL Harbour's Department, Store
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